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4.0k, HALLIE ERMINE RIVES. HE WANTED: MARRY.
A Patient 'n a Sanitarium at But He Had Neer Met the
BroolCyn. Young Lady.
HOSTILE CRITICISM.
She la Usisersei at IN. Loma* Given Her
Novel, r Smoking Flat "
A ROOK ABOUT SOUTHERN PROBLEMS
Mies Halite Ermbiie Rives, the young
Southern authoress, is R patient in a
sanitarium in this city. aays a telegram
fr ern Brook13 n.
Unnerved and Overtaxed.
Unnerved by hoetele criticism of her
reveut work, "Smoking Flex," and
overteked with the effort to get out an
other volume dealing with S ruthern
problems, and auffereet from the strain
of long literary Labor, she was removed
from the Waldorf yesterday and brought
to Brooklyn.
The collapse of Miss Rive' can be said
to be primarily due to the hostile criti-
cism of the Northern press in regard to
herrecent wor k ." Smoking Flax," Om ap
pearanoe of which aroused an interact
Peareely • qualed by the stir when "The
Quick or the Dead." she first contribu
lion of Amalie Rives. was brought out.
-Smoking Flax" took up the problem
of lynching in the South and dealt with
it with such unwonted temerity that for
a long while critics were loath to be-
hove that it was the work of a woman,
and a Kentucky woman scarcely out of
her teens at that.
Miss Rives came forward in a strong
defense of lynch law, and built her
story upon the theory that when the
crime which generally prompter lynch-
ing comes home to a man he will be act-
uated by the 5111Me motives which cause
such summary eeecution in the South.
Was Severely Criticised.
In the North the young Kentuckian
was severely arraigned for ultra-senea-
Stoneham, lark of sincerity and poor lit-
erary execution.
MAY SECURE AN INCREASE.
Charles B Eadee' Pension to Be Raise I
From $12 to $24.
• 1
The bill introduoed by Congressman
Clardy some time *gel for granting an
increase of pension from $12 to $24 per
mouth to Charles B Bade*, of Hopkins-
vile, has been favorably reported from
the Consmitte r on invalid pensions.
Dr. Clardy says this is a meritorious
bill and ought to pass, as the pensioner
Is totally blind. Under the art of June
27. 1890, $12 is the highest pension that
can be paid for any diasbility incurred
In the service.- Washington despatch.
GOES'TO ELKTON TO LIVE.
• jii
baesiosaan Henry B. McKinney Re-
moves From Itopkinsville.
Mr. Henry B. McKianey, recently of
this city, has gone to Todd county to
live. The Elkton Times says:
"Johnson & McKinney is the style of
a new firm in Elkton who will engage
ii the .114Gra :r4 and teal estate basi-
n-es rhe uess firm is composed of Mr.
J W Johnson, father of Todd's tx-
Seeriff. and Mr. H. B. McKinney,
brother of Dr. A. T. McKinney, who,
with his family, recently removed to
this city from Cadiz."
HOLDS THREE OF A KIND.
Mr. Terry Fuqua, of canton, is the Hap-
py Father of Triplets.
The following item will be of interest
to the numerous Hopkinsville friends of
the happy father .
The Gediz Telephone says: "The lat-
est news is teat our neighbor and friend
Mr. T H. Fuqua. at Canton, became
the proud father of triplets, one son and
two daughters. yesterday afternoon.






Circuit Court commences next Men-
der, and one of Jodge rook's OM
dant* will be Mos appoint:twat of *Mas-
ser oeimaisemoit to tommtel Cot. Idss
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Al Trenton this season one firm has
purchased 150,000 pounds of tobacco at
an average of $9 per hundred. The firm
MI buying on a Berne contract. This
week a stock dealer has shipped three
ear loads of cattle and one car load of
hogs. The cattle averaged about 400 lb..
at a cost of 21, and 3 ei cents. The hogs
were light, 125 to 150 lb.. at ,1 cents per
pound.
WITH CAPITAL 01 $10,000,000.
Ste Snuff company Organised With W
H. Cummings As an turtorporriter.
The Atlsntic Snuff Company, with a
capital of $10,000,000, has been incorpo-
rated at Trenton. New Jersey, and is
empowered to on snuff and other pro-
ducts' of tobacco in all parts of the
world.
One of the incorporators is Mr. Will-
iams, of the Cumming & Eggleton com-
pany, of Hopkinsville.
tb itarog is ta• lornst gringo 10•1110$ pew der
e. Acesia test• maw. it oyes em”
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WAS NOT VERY ACTIVE PASSED THE SENATE, HAVE WON THEIR SUIT. GO RIGHT AFTER THEM.
The Hcpkinsviile Tobacco After a Hot Debate the Sen-
Market Last Week. ate Passes the
PECULIAR DELUSION. RECEIPTS WERE LICHT.
Otte Rupsrlut, a Ws11.11§0wn Young Man,
/routed le Ow Winn,
HIS MANIA IS A VERY MANGE ONE.
Otto Rupertum, a welli-krown young
man of Paducah, arrivkl in the city
Friday afternoon and was taken to
the Western Kentucky .slum for the
Insane for treet.nent, lie was guarded
on the way here by Offiger Thomas Orr,
and Was accompanied by! his sister, Miss
Josephine Rupertus.
Regarded as Eirratic.
The young man had bhed regarded as
erratic for some time and his mind has
been gradually growing! weaker. He
was tried for ludacy 411 Judge Hus-
band's court Thursday afternoon. The
trial was set for thst morning, but the
defendent could not be isduced to go to
the court-boast,.
The Paducah Sun says that he is as
sine as anyone on some eubjecte, but on
others is decidedly demeeted. One of
his hallucinations j4 thasi he is Peon to
be married. One day lath week he went
to a friend and asked him to go with
him to get the ficense He isn't ac-
quainted with the young :ady.
The disintegration of the faculties be-
gan several months ago,i when his ec-
centric notions neeeesitited his relin-
quishine a position as foreman at the
News office.
Bright and indultrious.
He was always a bright and indus-
trious young man, and has many
friends who regret his misfortune and
hope he will soon receavele
A New Bill.
Mr. Crenshaw, of Christian county,
introduced a bill in the State Seurite
Friday. providing 'that School Trus-
tees may appoint the Shetiff to collect
school taxes.
Other Candlds4es.
It is said that Lawrence Tanner, re-
cently of Calhoun and note of Owens-
boro, and Attoreey Kelp, of Slime,-
vile, will oppose the Hen. Henry D.
Allen for the Democratic nomination
for Congress in this (heti iet.
Republican Candidate.
Billy Sterrett, of Hawesville, is the
only announced candidate for the Re-
publican nomination for Congress in the
Second District.
May Be • Candiltate.
Col. M. D. Brown, of IHopkintrville,
was in town Wednesday eard while here
made the Husthr office a pleasant call
The Colonel saya that he may be a can-
didate for the office of Lieutenant Gov-









Mr. W. T. Cavanah Saturday,
through his attorneys Wool & Son, C.
H. Bush and J. T. Hanbere, filed a snit
against J. C. Johnson, for possession of
the office of work-house keeper, for the
emoluments of the office and for the
sum of $3 0(X) damages.
J. C. Johnson now hold. the office of
work-house keeper to which Mr. Cava-
nab wits elected by the Fiscal Court at
its October, le97 term. It will be re-
membered that Mr. Cavaisah went to
the work-hon.e and dernauded possess-
ion on January 1, 1898i the day on
is h1Ch his term by law b in, and that
J W Boyd refused to surrender the of-
tire or premises, but held on until the
Republican members of the new Fiscal
Court could go into office on Monday,
January 3, 1e98 and they then held a
term of court and went through the
motions of filling offices that had al-
ready been filled a the regular time by
the court which went ow V office when
the new court quailified on January 3,
IWO. Boyd Oleo turned the office over
to Johnson
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At some time in its history nearly
every city has trouble with the question
as to what disposition to make of its
dead stock. Hopkiusville Is to-day fare
with that lineation and the Oily Fathers
will very won have to filid some solu-
tion for it.
Before the water works Were built all
stock that died within tile city limits
used to be hauled out to the hill over.
looking the Greenville road, but when
It was determined to construct the
water works on that side of the town,
the city had tp find a new place, which
it did with great difficulty. The place
found was on a farm of De. B. S. Wood,
a mile and a half or two miles West of
the city, on the Cadiz turnpike, and
there all dead stock has been taken for
for several years, but that will now
have to be stopped, for on last Saurday
Me George C. Long, acting as trustee
for Mrs. Wood, notified the city author-
ti es that no more dead dock could be
placed on that farm.
Just what the city can do is a hard
question to solve, for there is nowhere
in the neighborhood of town where the
dead animals can be takkn, as all the
property owners raise objections, and
they are nut be blamed, either. It seems
that about the only course open to the
city now is to make the inecessary ar-
rangements and have lill carcasses
burned, and this plan will in th - long
run be the best, certainly best for the
health of the city, as the bodies will be
entirely consumed, whereas, under the
old plan decaying bodies, even as far off
as two miles from the city, necessarily
made the atmosphere mote or less im-
pure whenever the wind was blowing
from that direction. Sh, Mr. Long's
notice to the city may prove t be a
blessing in disguise.
Ni* Crop Hogsheads In Seller °tier, Sul
Quality is Poor.
DELIVERIES AT FACTORIES ARE HEAVY.
The Hopkinsville tobacco market for
last week was not very active,
and receipts were light. New tobacco,
which came in, was not any too good.
7The fiale• and Receipts.
Local receipts last week were 60 hhds
Offerings le7 Rejections 57. Sales
public and private 130 hhds.
The offerings were largely of old to-
bacco, and composed mostly of lugs.
The market is irregular and dull and
prices barely steady. The few new crop
lihds showed a little better order, but
the quality was very poor.
On new tobacco the market is quite
active, and prices continue irregular
and full. Speculators and rehandless
do most of the buying.
The loose market continues steady,
and bnyere are searching far and wide
for what little good tobacco is left.
The weather has been very seasonable.
and deliveries at factories very heavy.
We quote for old:
Sum. Quotations.
LUGS.
Trash   2 000.2 50
Common   2 750c 3 2f.
Medium    3 5004 25
Good  4 6004 76
Fine   5O0@5)
LEAF.
Low    5 000i 6 LO
Common  7 000 8 60
Medium  9 00010 50
No better offered.
Newsy Local Notes.
The NEW Eat prints all the news
that is fit to print.
-0 -
The tramps are more numerous and
meaner this year than for several sea-
sons.
-0-
Fermers are ready for a good year's
work, and believe the outlook for crops
was never more encouraging.
--0--
The IIPSP11111 fly has been playing
havoc in the wheat fields of Mertee and
Breckinridge counties, as well as in
Christian county.
-o--
Prof. Hicks promises some snows for
this week and some colder weather.
-0-
Laura Taylor and Eva Bacon, notori
ous colored women, were fined $16 each
and given twenty-four hours in which
to leave town. •
WHISKY DESTROYED BY FIRE.
A Bill Introduced For the Relief of
Three Christian County Citizens.
Congressman Clardy has introduced a
bill for the relief of Orin Henderson, J.
V. Forbes and J. E. Forbes, of Chrstian
conuty. The bill appropriates $1,001,
that being the amount of taxes, commis
don and cost on 975 gallons of whisky,
which was destroyed by fire in a United
States bounded warehouse in the county
of Christian, in the Second Internal Rev-
enue Collection district of Kentucky,the
whisky having been ganged but no
taxes having been paid before the fire.
The bill was refferred to the Committee
on Claims. Dr. Clardy will urge a
speedy report on the bill.
BALL CLAIMANTS ORGANIZE.
Mr. William Richards, of Hopkinaville,
Elected Second Vice President.
The heirs of the Ball estate, alleged
to be worth .100,000,000, met at the
Bates House in Indianapolis, Saturday,
and elected the following cflicers: Pres-
ident, V. E. Ball, Brooketon, Ind.;
First Vice. President, John Donham,
Cory, Ind. ; Second Vice President, Wil-
liam Richards, Hupkiueville. Ky. ; Sec-
retary and Treasurer, E. W. Gang,
Mansfield, 0.; Alai/tent Secretary
Henry B. Roney, Chicago. Executive
Counnittee-J W. Stewart, Mintioallo,
Suit ; A, W. ; U. A.
Mender Akron, U. ; 1. O. Nil, ortinvo,
ttlat4rto--4. 4. Sows, I.Horlo•
KO,
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hat it any tont Syrup of
Figs will permanently overeolue habi-
tual constipation, well-informed people
will not buy other laxatives, which act
for a time, but finally injure the system
Buy the genuine, made by the Califor-
nia Fig Syrup Uo.
. ---
UV. S. N. Vail R•111(08.
Rey. S. N. Vail offered his resignation ,
yesterday morning, as Pastor of the
First Presbyterian Clint( h. The oon•
gregation will formally announce ni xt
Sunday whether or not the resignation
will be aecepted. Rev. Vail'm regions
for wishing to sever connection with the
church have not been made public.
At The Methodist Church.
Mies Patterson, the well-known Tenn-
essee elocutionist, will give a reading at
the Methodist Church Friday evening,
February 4th. Miss Patterson has a full
repertoire and as an impersonator is in-
imitable.
Awarded
Highest Honors -World's Fair,





A Pars &ape Cream of Tartar Powder.
40 YEARS ":";-1E STANDARD.
TELLER RESOLUTION.
Tat Vale Wet 47 to 32, and All Efforts 10
Amend Wars Promptly Offsalsd.
I epaulet, TO NICW KRA I
Washington, Jan. 211 -After a debate,
animated at all times and occasionally
acrimonious, which occupied the greater
part of this week, the Senate yesterday
evening, by the decisive vote of 47 to
32, adopted the Teller concurrent reso
lution. The resolution is a practical re-
affirmation of that of Stanley Matthews
in is7s, and is BF follows •
eThat:all the 'bonds of the United
States issued or authorized to be issued,
under the said acts of Congress herein-
before recited, are payable, principal
and interest, at the option of the govern-
ment of the United States, in silver dol-
lars of the coinage of the United States
containing 41212 grains each of stand-
ard silver; and that to restore to its
coinage such silver COMA as a legal tete
der in payment of said bonds, principal
and interest, is not in violation of the
public faith nor in _derogation of the
rights of the public creditor."
All efforts to amend the resolution
were voted down by majorities ranging
from 5 to 29.
The events of the day leading up to
the final vote were full of interest and
important. It was a field day for the
orators of the Senate, no less than twen-
ty-five Senators embracing the oppor-
tunity to speak upon the subject under
discu-sion. That the debate was inter-
esting was attested by the attendance
in the galleries, which were crowded
throughout the day; and that it was im-
portant wits evidenced by the statements
of several of the speakers that the dis-
cussion was but the preliminary align-
meat of the great political parties for the
contest of 19)0.
From ten o'clock in the morning un-
til 7 o'clock in the evening the contest
was continued. When the voting be-
gan it was evident that party lines were
being broken on both sides of the chain-
der, but it was on the substitute offered
by Mr. Lodge, of Atassachneetts, that
the most decided break occurred. On
the Republican side, Mr. Allison, of
Iowa. and Mr. Barrows, of Michigan,
did not answer to their names on that
roll-call, and many of the Repnolicans
voted directly against it. Upon the fin-
al passage of the resolution some Re-
publicans who supported McKinley and
the St. Lome platform in 1898, like Oar-
tdr, of Montana, Chandler, of New
Hampshire; Clark, of Wyoming ;Pritch-
ard, of North Carolina; Shoup, of Ida-
ho; Warren, of Wyoming, and Wolcott,
of Colorado, voted for the resolution be-
cause, as Mr. Wolcott announced, they
did not believe the resolution committ-
ed those who supported it to the free
and unlimited coinage of silver.
DORA STILL ERRATIC.
(sem I'LL TO NEw ZEAl
Valley View, Ky , Jan. 31.-The ac-
tion of Gen. Cassius M. ('lay's young
wife, who refuses to remain at White
Hall, is the subject of mule talk here
She has been to White Hall several
times, and each time returued to the
home of her sister, who resides a mile
and a half from this place. She comes
here daily and meets Will Bryant, the
young mountain boy, who was driven
from their home by her brothers, and
who has been denied admittance at the
home of her sister, where she now re-
sides. Young Bryant refuses to hear
the threats of Dora's brothers, who de-
elare they will kill him tellers he ceases
his attention to Mrs. Clay. There is a
suspicion that It-Is with the permission
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heads of ttitittrets *04* htiltily loaded bit
a truck by thieves at the *archon:is of
W U Mhr & On , in daylight, and
hauled away. The tobacco has nut heel'
recovered. The thieves will return and
get the office stove as soon as it gets red-
hot.
Mardi Ores, New Orleans, Feb. 99.
For the above occasion the I. C. R R.
will sell tickets to New Orleans on Feb
16th to 1st inclusive at rate of one fare
for the round trip. Good returning un-
til March 6th.
E M. Sherwood, Agt
Folks We All Know.
CHILES - Mr. Will J. Chiles, of this
county, was again remembered by Col-
lector Franks in the February assign-
ment. He was assigned to the J. 0.
Hellsley distillery at Clifton.
t t
SCHMIDT-Henry Schmidt. former-
ly pitcher of the local base-ball club,has
re-signed with Richmond for the com-
ing season.
t
WARDE-Frederick Warde will pro-
bably go into vaudeville in the near fu-
ture.
55+
WOOLDRIDGE-Mr. J. C. Wool-
dridge, who has been seriously ill from
pneumonia for some time, is much In-
proved.
+
JONES- Rev. Sam P. Jones will be-
gin a revival meeting in Nashville Feb-
ruary 17. He will be weeded by Rev.
George R. Stuart, and E. 0. Excell will
be musical director.
If Grover Cleveland had any popu-
larity left he has not added to it in the
reighteseby proclaiming at this time his
opposition to Cuban recognition. Mr.
Cleveland has the faculty of "putting
his foot in it" nearly every time he
opens his head.
Verdict Returned in Favor of State Corporations Indicted
Buckner & Co. For Delinquencies.
WERE GIVEN 2x3,500. LOCAL ONES IN LIST
125,00J Damages Asked On Acomint el An
Misted Libtlout Wisp
rHE DEFENDANTS WILL TAKE AN APPEAL
In the action of Buckner &Co. against
the M. rt•hants Insurance eompany the
jury r turned a veroict in favor of the
plaintiff for $3,500, says Sunday's i14-
sue of the 0 weeettoro Messenger in an
account of the proceedings of the United
States. Court
Asked $25,000 Damages.
Thi, was a suit hi whleh Buckner
In-nuance agents of Hopkinsville,
sough t to recover $25,000 damages on
arcourit of an alleged libelous letter
written by the insurance company to
the keel board of insurence agents at
Hopkinsville.
The libelous part of the beter licensed
the plaintiffa of having retained $22 so
in comurisetious on insurance which they
had not written.
The plaintiffs did not claim to write
the insurance on which the commiesions
were retained, but say they had a con-
tract with the defendant to the effect
teat they were to have 50 per cent, of
all premiums on policies written on
Hopkinsville property; that the defend
ant wrote a policy on the Hotel Latham
and refused to pay the plaintiffs the
premium, according to agreement, arid
that the plaintiffs withheld the amount
from t ther preunnens which they had
in their pootession. •
Witt Take Appeal.
The defendants will take an appeal to
to the United States Circuit Court at
°Mei neat'.
---
The Maine should hate sailed ie
March, 1897, not in January, 1898.
Many a youth who has sunk &fortune
in the urine of pleasure has feruud in
the end that there was no pay dirt in it.
Life does not become a, burden to a
inan unless he carries it to txtremes,
and in that event he should not t xpect
anything else.
A Cincinnati judge thinks that spank-
ing would be • good cure for some quar-
reling maples. Rather a strange opin-
ion for a judge to announce.
- ---------
Dame Fashion is a tyrant, and often
issues edicts that overrule Dame Nature
at every point, but fair woman always
obeys or tries to obey the former.
Thousands of pensiouers are drawing
on the Government who never pulled a
gun on the enemy. There is more profit
and less danger in the former than in
the letter.
-
Mr Rockefeller's ille(41.1,3 is only 48
cents aPecond amid he is nehappy be-
cause it isn't 50, and wen he gets it up
to that notch he'll 6011 be unhappy be-
cause it isn't 52.
D. Talmage not only minted a
young wife, but he preached his first
sermon after the marriage on the al-
lurements that entrap the uuwary..VVto
will now assert that he is not a brave
man?
Instead of giving a bounty to the mil-
lionaire cottou manufacturer, it had bet-
ter be given to the men who are produce
ing.5 cent cot ton,who are the more needy
of the two-that is, if &bounty is be giv-
en to anybody.
_ _es
The young New York doctor who, by
marrying two aged widows, has become
the owner of $700,00, has doubtless
conended that physic and love make a
powerful team, and he may hunt still
another aged widow.
An electric device for catching fish
has been luvented. The greatest need
in the fish business is SOMO device that
will tell the exact size and weight of
the fish that get to the top of the watt r
and then get off the hook and get away,
for such a device would save a great
deal of wear and tear on the fishermen's
conscience.
--- -
The St. Louis Post.Dispatch says:
"hi Mr Rockefeller plays the violin
Well, mid as Mr Vaud: ;loll I. a ON 4
dower, those two very tre4Itni citi§ens
In le ht km irronor op rift who r
1{1 OW !WM of lti011f.." 
l.41 4fif p4
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Menittir§ lieptanontatilva" lii tit:n-
ett .41 to work and vote iui favor of tee-
n/main,/ the belligerency of the strug-
gling Cohen Weiner Several of the
Republican Senators wrre in favor of
including the President'. name in the
resolution no as to make the censure
more open.
F°rMothersl











condition to do their work
perfectly. That makes preg-
nancy less painful, shortens
labor and hastens recovery after
child-birth. It helps a woman





has also brought happiness to
thousands of homes barren for
years. A few doses often brings
joy to loving hearts that long
for a darling baby. No woman
should neglect to try it for this
trouble. It cures Dine cases out
of ten. All druggists sell Wine
of Cardul. $1.00 per bottle.
Per advice he cases requiring, special
directions. address. firms symptoms,
the Ladles' Advisory Department."
The Chattanooga Medicine Co., cease).
moss. Tenn.
Si',. LOUISA HALE 
Jor efferson, Ga., sem
"When n first took Wins or carted
we had been married three years but
iSould not have any children. Iline
Months utter 1 had • fine Girl baby."
v•vvv-mv/MME•
Pallet To Report Dolt On WnIch Board Could
Determine Value of Franchise
PENALTIES FOR NEGLECT ARE HEAVY
The grand jury of Franklin ceurity
has returned indictments against about
one hundred corporations for failing to
make to the Auditor and Secretary of
State the reporter required by law.
The Local Indictments.
Two lark e Hopkinsville corporations
were inclu led in the no. They are:
litiPKINsTILLE WATER COMPANY.
HOPK1NsVILLE WA1 ER AND LIGHT COM-
PANY.
Souie of the i idirtments are for fail-
ing to furnith the Secretary of State the
name or their agent in the Slate on
whom process may be served. and others
are for failing to make to the Auditor.
between September 15 and Ostober I,
I1!07, a report of tl.c property, on which
to form a basis for assesement by the
Board of Valuation
The Law in the Case.
The law in the case is as follows:
"5,c. 4078--In order to determine the
value of the franchises meutioned in the
next precedieg section, the corporations,
companies and association 
shall anunelly, between the Iteh of Sep-
tember and the let of Octoberenake and
deliver to the Auditor of Public Ac-
counts of this State a statement • • **
• • * • shoe tug the following facts,
etc."
The Penalty Provided.
The following penalty is provided for
failure to comply with the law:
°Sec. 4087 -Any corporation or officer
thereof, %Wally failing or refusing to
make reports as required by this chap-
ter, shall be deemed guilty of a misde-
meanor, and for each offense shall be
fined $1,000 and $50 for each day the
same is not made after Octeber 1st of
each year"
Some of the New York papt rs put it,
Mayor Van Crocker.
The most sought after woman in the
Klondike is Mother Lode.
It is said that Hon. Potato Pingree
would like to have a Presideetial nomi-
nation of some sort in 1900.
If the Teller resolution was practi-
cally the law as he claimed in his speech
it was, it is hard to see why Senator
Lindsay should have at first been op-
posed to voting for it.
The presence of so many European
warships in the China Sea is pretty hard
on the Chinese pirates, who literally
swarm those wait-re. In fat, the "For-
eign Devils" are likely to break up that
industry completely.
The Indiana man who has been try-
ing to solve the problem of bottling sun-
, hi ne should come over and watch the
Kentuckians bottle moonshine and
maybe he'd get a few pointers that
would be of assistance to hem.
- ----
The man who has euterpise and en
ergy enough to go to the Klondike and
make the trip pay can make more by
staying within the bounds of civiliza-
tion and applying himself even half as
diligently as would be necessary in the
gold fields.
If the legislators at Frankfort would
cease introducing bills and go to work
on the most important ones now before
them the people would be much better
satisfied, and mere than that, there
would be some chance of getting some-
thing done orfore the expiration of the
sermon. There have already been more
bills introduced this session than the
Legislature could act upon if it stayed
in session for six mouths. It is a great
pity that there is no way of shutting off
the fellows who neither know nor oare
anything about the ne«Is of the public
atld who introduce numerous idiotic
bills simply in ordtr to be able to go
home and blow about their work-how
many bills they introduced -as if any
idiot couldn't introduce bill., and more's
the pity that that's true. Three-
fourths of the hills introduced
do not caucern the people hayood
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T. A. Pllocutm, the Went ChemPit and
P4.-lent let, will Send Free, to the AtIlic.
'tett, Three Bottle. of Ilia Newly
DISCO% orod Itcriintlioir to
CO11411111pllon and All
Lutig troubles.
Nothing could be fairer, more philan-
thropic or carry more joy to the
tett, than the offer of 1'. A. Slocum, M.
O or tosi Pearl street, New York City.
Confident that he hum disarm-red an
absolute cure for emisutripttyn and MI
pulmonary complailito arid to make its
great merits known, he will send, free,
three bottles of mediclue to any reader
of the New Fete wh a ffering from
chest, bronchial, throat ud lung trou-
blot or consumption.
Already this "new scientific course of
medicine" has permanently cured thou-
sands of apparently hopeless cases.
The Doctor comoders it his religious
duty-a duty which he owes to human-
ity-to donate his infallible rote.
Offered freely, is enough to commend
it, and more so is the perfect confidence
of the great chemist making the pros o-
sit ion.
He has proved the dreaded consump-
tion to be a curable disease beyond any
donbt.
There will be no mistake in Pending
-the mistake will be in overlooking the
generous invitation. He has on file in
his American and European laboratories
teatimoniale of pipet-ince from those
cured, in all parts of the world.
Don't delay until ills too Intl. Ad-
dress T. A. Slocum, M. 0 , 91 Pine St.,
New York, and when writing the Doc-
tor. please give express and poet-office
address and mention reading this article
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la fold by all druggists or grin upon receipt
•f b0c. arid Si per txmie by
TN. I I. ,..othoolood loaalso (•., Adam* 17.
Some Plain Facts.
Grave errors, injustice, wrongs of
greater or less degree, arise from lack
of knowledge of the truth, and more
frequently from deception.
The most infamous case on record
of deception and injustice is the at-
tempt to demonetize silver as a money
of final redemption in the United
States.
There is no learned judge, skilled
lawyer, or court of justice that is
capable of reconciling the effort with
the constitutional laws that govern
the issue of money in this country.
The people have been deceived,
officials in power, chosen to adminis-
ter justice under the laws, have
ignored their sworn duty, and given
aid to the scheme that has paralyzed
industry, reduced property values
one-half, and beggared millions.
There is no authority of law, either
specific or by inference, by which
gold alone is made the only money
with which to discharge debts, either
public or private. The effort to
make it so is unconstitutional and a
national calamity.
Plain and ample information, facts
and truth, concerning this almost suc-
cessful scheme to corner the wealth
of the people, is now being printed
in the Cincinnati Enquirer, a news-
paper which the combined power of
money has failed to muzzle or buy.
The Weekly Enquirer is only 75c.
a year. The address is
Enquirer Company, Cincinnati, 0.
The WEEKLY NEW ERA and the





Extracted without pain for
50 cents with vitalized air.
A FULL SET OF TEETH $7.
Teeth inserted without
plate.
Old 2nd Broken Down
Natural teeth made as good
as new. Crown and bridge
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j A *eat many people-both Demo-
creel li,rd Republicans-seem to think it
stool . that McKinley should have fol.






lie Cuban matter, but there is
• strange abeut le in fact, it
have been remarkable if he had
r-McKinley serves the same mu-
Cleveland served-Wall street.
- -
Tbe 14ress has had a good deal to say
ebout Pullman's disinherited ion going
to Moll itt 5 o'clock in the morning and
worklitg until 4 o'clock in the afternoon
just as if tons of thou's:ids of young
men %cloth fifty young Pnlintans din
out gut work at 0 u'olools iii he MOM.
lug au work until G o'olook In the
events+, why shouldn't young PUll111110
work?
(.len. Blanco was on 'a very cold trail
when 4e left Havana with $300,j00 for
the punpoee of trying to have a confer-
ence with Gen. Gomez and if possible
bribe 14w and other Cuban leaders to
accept atonomy. If there is an incor-
ruptible man In Cuba, that man is old
Gomez If autonomy doew not succeed
until 14 agrees to accept it, it is already
a titillate, for he would die before he
would pompromise.
The 11. &y. engineer who forgot his
time oilier and failed to go into the side
track ilt Sonora paid for his forgetful-
ness with his life, and he sacrificed two
other ives, besides fearfully iejarim
four illore men and damaging the rail-
road coliapany to the extent of $100,000
rhat vlas a costly slip of the memory
lgFew e i n; neo have any real concep-
tion o the tremendous responsibtio)
resting' upon them. On an tegine it
one pl4e where a man can not afford It
.orget. Yet there are railroad men win
compla n about strictness of vales anc
regulations in iegard to drinking while
off duty, and vario.A other things. N(
man who ever takes a drink-off clot)
in on dety--ahould be allowed on a rail-
road in any capacity.
Diplokiacy is in many instances very
senselese, and is calculated to give th
averagesman a very weary feeling. Foi
nstance, a day or two so-after th4
urrival ef the Maine at Havana-tht
following was cabled to the United





to the Spanish Foreign Minis-
ndly note, in which his Gov
expresses satisfaction because
riendly relations existing be-
rween in and Spain and announcing the
visrr o! .he Maine, which is regarded in
Ministerial circles here as of the best
lugury,l' How senseless this was when
roth nektons are growling at each other
oad both prepared to fight each other at
momeet's notice. The Maine went on
orsineest not on a visit.
Presi*nt McKinley and his gang
about thes Treasury Department must
think this to be a nation of fools or else
they wokld not hope to be able to de-
'dye the country by adopting what
they term "an ingenious system of
book-keelping," whereby oertain items
-such at money received from the sale
-4f the yrovernment's interest in the
Union Piicific Railway-are credited in
tbe miscellaneous receipts and in that
way make the deficit appear to be less
than it eally is. This bookkeeping,
however does not mislead people who
have kepi up with the receipts and ex-
penditurts of the Treasury since Preai-
dent Mctinley entered the Whitehouse
on the Muth of last March. While
this system of bookkeeping can in no
way effeet the real condition of the
Premium yet it is not right, because it
is an attnropt to deceive the people at
:erste whip have a right to know all the
transactiOns of the Gov( rnment that
they ore taxed to sustain. This is done
to he:p oet the Dingley tariff law, which
is provintteo be even a greater failure
than the mocrats predicted it would
be. While it is not contended that
the appailent decrease in the deficit Is-
due to intreased receipts from customs
duties', yet the object of the Adminis-
tration isito leave that impression upon
the publit.
The pectple will never get anything of
much importance done by the Legisla-
ture nnti they elect a much better clam
of men tel represent them There are
138 memhers and out of that number
there are, about twenty or twenty-five
efficient and capable men ; -the rest are
not worth the powder it would take to
blow thern to -eh, blow them up.
The people can hardly complain about
the wen k pf the Legislature as long as
they elecll such cattle to make laws;
they have no right to expect anything
of them. It is an outrage that such an
inferior set of men are elected. None
but capatile men have the right to offer
for such an office and if any other sort
offer the people should reject them at
the polls-rand until they are willing to
do so they need not t 'pact anything of
the Legis ature.
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Blood
Poison
A roan afflicted weh Contagious
Blood Poison, might as well commit
suicide as to take the mercurial
poisons which ars alw•ys prescribed
by the doctors. If h• takes those
poisons, he might as well make Ilia
will and get ready for the tinder.
taker. Perhaps this Is plain talk,
hitt It la true, and truth Is unplima•
ant sometimes.
SSS
I the sufferer will take Swift's
Specific (S.S. S.), instead of mine:al
poisons, he will get well again, and
slay well. He will find that this
great vegetable Blood Remedy
drives all poison from the system.
It gets into the minutest veins. and
eradicates every vestige of taint in
the blood. It is the (rely Real Blood
Remedy ever discovered. It not
only cures Contagious Blood Poison,
but is the only remedy slam can reach
Scrofula, Catarrh, Rheumatism,
Cancer, Eczema and all other deep-
coated Diseases of the Blood.
Free books on the cure of all Blood Dis-
orders will be sent on application to
the Swirr Sracrric Co., Atlanta, Ga,
NAIR BALSAM
taauchai U. aid&•••• • ktruntamt
Pryer Ta.C.• to Ramon, Gni.
Erato to its Yma.n.e.si 0010V.
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COOK BOOK-
telling how to prepare many
delicate and delicious dishes.
Address, Liebig Co., P. 0. Box 271b, New York
isisslAries Paella sittamesa Spool
NNYROYAL PILLS
Orlaisol sr.4 tasty Goormivio
amt amen rnmetite ..av.a• Oil
1,Tecrii te• Cliar-IMMII • 1..ame
U•d sae
sos •m000l lo,Lt Woe nblakt =OM I
as wan., mompomos mean*.
moo IDOW IMatandm• a 1"1101.1/111, 411•••114
I. ...rpm toe parties/6TV IAMMIMIIMIO 11.64
"Rabat Ow Karina" baw. p••••••
mei. ',Ape* ?..e .a. AMY
ClikkOMMOOMPlikk CM...110diMOM Ploesa
ere w LAMM Droggym PH1LADA.. PA.
TIME TABLE.
L1LAVIL5HO1'KIIIIIVILLE.
No. N5. At. No, MK ito. CI. At
daily, ex. Sun. diAly. daily.
Hop'sville, 71,51a. m. CIS p. m. 6:Ou p. m
Ai. Princt'a 13:30 a. m. p. m. 7:11 pinx.
" Hend'son 8:0D p, m.
" SVAILLII 5:46 p.m.
" 5:15 p m. 10:46 p.m. T;55a,'„rn
" Paducah 10:16s. m. 1:45 a m.
" Memphis t4:20 p. m. 710a. m.
" New. Or. Say a. m. 7:110 p. m
A KRIVLS AT HoFKINsVXLLL
No. M5, Ac, No. Eli. No. VP, Ad
daily, daily. , Su.
LT. Evan'IlIe
" Bencroon 9:20 a. rn.
" Princron 7:16a. m i:00p. m. 4:41p.m.
Ar.HopIvill10:20 a. m. I:06 p. m. 6110 p. m.
Train No. 802 has through Chair Oar
and Sleeper from Princeton to New Or-
leans via. Memphis.
E. M. Sniswoon, Aor.
Hopkinayille, Ky.
W. A. ICZLLOND, A. G. P. A.,
Louisville, Ky.,
Effective Dec. 5, '97.





in connection with the Southern Pacific
Through Weekly
Tourist Sleeping Car
Leaving Cincinnati and Louisville on I.
C. R. R. fast "New Orleans
Limited'' train
EVERY THURSDAY
for Los Angeles and San Francisco
without change. The Limited else. con-
nects at New Orleans daily with Ex•
press train for the Pacific ()cast. snd on
;wedgy. and Saturdays (after Jan 4,
/ 1046/ with the
monacilleKte0, 7,!! Ip






ro? If We Are Right:
fi In Supposlnt that you will need
This month, we would like to se
special care in the selection of o
please you with the quality of o
selected stock of Harness an
entire attention to this line, and
RNESS
you at 203 South Main St. We have taken
✓ goods this fall, and are confident that we can
✓ stock. We not only carry largest and best
Saddlery in the city, but we devote our
for that reason we can
Name Prices
Will Surprise You!
Don't fail to se our line of I.
these goods went into effect an
and show you more different pat
Remember, we are here pleas
F. A.
Exclusive Harness
ROBES. We bought before the tariff on'
can save you 35 per cent, on your purchase,
ms than all other houses in the city combined. Cf.#




We are authorized to annouuce
H D. ALLEN,
of Union comity, as a candidate for Ste4"14 6.,AZ s CINZ 4t("41k,&...)_%; 
eseb,46.) •
Congress from the Second Congressioo-
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TILE NEW ERA.
—PUBLISHED BY—
Mew Era Printing & Publishig Co
HUNTER WOOD, President.
OFFICE:—New Era Building. Sevent
h
Street, near Main. Hopkinsville, 
Ky.
$1.00 A YEAR.
Itseetved at the postoffloe in Hopk
Insville
aa second-class mall matter
Friday, February 4, 1898.
— ADVERTISING RATES.—:
One inch, first insertion 
 II I 50
One loch, one modth. ,,.J  
SW
One Inch, three months  
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One inch, six months 
 Vie)
One inch, one year . ...... 4....  
 15a)
4'• Additional rates may be had 
by applica-
tion at the office.
Tra::.I.nt. advertising must be 
paid for In
i.' sea for yearly advertise
ments will be
.ofltedtivarterly.
AU advertisements Inserted w
ithout spec-
ified time will be charged for 
until ordered
GUS.
Announcements of Marriages and 
Deaths.
not exceeding live lines. and
 notices of
geeeehing published gratis.
Obituary Notices, Resolutions 
of Respect,
and other similar notices, e 
cents per line.
— CLUBBING RATES: —
The W (WELT Now E.: d A and the
 following
pai,er one year:
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Weekly Louisville Dispatch  
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Tri-Weekly New York World .... 
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date on the margin of
your paper, If your time
has ex pi rvd call and pay
,uwr all h•olptlusi,
Sim glif1 CO,
OF 'Nome 41, his Hi PIN milionfoosp,
apisnon his Imhof Oho* ttliffISIIM I.
WO Itself*, Tee of hi. *low how.
411401 sod get rid at him.
DeillWare-111 hoialtIO het own i
n the
way of , increased population.
 Twice
within two weeks hate 
quadruplets
been born in the Blue Hen St
ate.
The Tennessee Legislature is 
now
wrestling with the cheaper school
 book
question. The time will soon 
come
when every State in the Union
 will
have laws to prevent the people. 
from
being robbed by the school book 
trust.
The people of Kentucky are no
w de-
manding that their Legislature pr
otect
them.
It is high time that Senator C
renshaw
was digging that cheaper school 
book
bill from under the debris that has 
been
piled upon it in the committee 
room.
He should make life a burden t
o the
members of the committee until 
it re-
ports that bill. There is no time to 
low,
as the seas= is now more than 
half
over
All the nations of Europe owe Jap
an
a debt for showing them how 
easily
China could be whipped But if 
the
Japs don't look sharp the Eu
ropeans
will be so well-pleased with that part
 of
the world they will conclude to se
ize
their island empire and divide it up.
The Jape, however, are becoming civi
-
lized most too fast to fall prey to Euro-
pean greed.
Who cares a snap if Grover Cleveland
to opposed to Cuban recognition? It i
s
natural that he should be, for he Wm
never known to'advocate the right side
of but one question—the tariff, and he
afterwards went book on that 
by
"nestling with Havemeyer for a
differential duty on sugar, for which, I
S
was rumored, he was will. paid.
Being a tool of Wall street he opposes
Cuban recognition because Wall Gleest
has sold him to oppose it.
Michigan has turned up a very benev-
olent old man, one who believe* in
cheering the widows—in fact, he be-
lieves in carrying out the Bible iujunc•
lion about being a husband to the
widow &c., &c. At least live widows
whom he married found love's late
dream to be only a nightmare. The old
mala's Meese was that the widows in
question seemed so lonesome that they
moved him to pity. The officers, how-
ever, have moved him n to jail, from
whenoe they'll move him to the peni-
tentiary.
It is greatly to be hoped that Griggs
will 'rake a much better Attorney Gen-
eral than has McKenna, who has been
an exceedingly poor excuse. Griggs,
though, will be subject to the orders of
the same men who Wined orders to Mc-
Kenna—that is the Wall street gang
and the heads of thetrosts and big cor-
porations. The men who are to issue or-
ders to him gave him a magnificent re-
ception so they could all meet him at
once. The Amer,can people in the end
will have to pay very dearly for that re-
ception ;_it will cost them far more than
a hundred dollars a plate, which was
the amount paid to the caterers.
The Hawaiian anaexationista in the
United States &este have made a
change in their tactics and instead of
pushing the queetioa forward on every
oocaaion—in Beason and out of season—
they are going to let the matter rest a
little while. This change in tactics is
due to the fact that they have, after re-
peated couute of noses in the Senate,
found that they have only fifty-eight
votes that they can count upon with
certainty, whereas they want sixty, that
many—two-thirds of the whole member-
ship of a full Senate—being necessary
to ratify a treaty. It is to be hoped that
they will never be able to muster the
necessary sixty votes, for we have no
use whatever for the Hawaiian islands.
Why didn't Representative Sargent
just provide in his bill in regard to mobs
that all men caught in a mob shall be
hung without trial and their bodies sold
to the physicians and the money de-
rived from such sale turned over to the
family of the mau whom they intended
to lynch? One or two States in the
South have laws similar to that pro-
posed by Dr. Sargent on:Tuesday, and it
has been proved by experience that such
laws are not worth the paper they are
written on. The only way to prevent
lynching is for everybody to behave as
they should. As long as women are out
-
raged, just so long will there be men
hung by mobs, and no law on earth can
prevent it- that is, as long as human na-
ture remains as it ie.
.100 Reward $100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science 
has
been able to cure in all its stages
, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cur
e is
the only positive cure known to 
the
medical fraternity. Catarrh being a
constitutional disease requires a cons
ti-
tutional treatment. Hall's Catarr
h
Cure is taken internally, acting di
rectly
n on the blood and mucous surfaces o
f
tne system, thereby destroying th
e
foundation of the disease, and givin
g
the patient strength by building u
p the
constantion and assisting nature in do-
ing its work. The proprietors have 
so
much faith in its curative powers, that
t ley offer one hundred dollars for 
any
ease that it fails to cure. Send for list
of &est imoneals




Russia and Germany may tilt and
fume as much as they please, but Grea
t
Britain is not going to allow t*m to
enjoy a monopoly of Kaio-Chlu and
Port Arthur. i
1
Cupid isn't very fastidious !in his Thomas B. Tur
ley was N0111-
tasted. The Tennessee couple who '' 3
eloped and were married in a cedar ar
e 
mated for Senate.
just as happy as if they had beeh 
mar-
ried in the finest parlor in the' whole
land.
AFTER A HOT CONTEST THE PAPAL
With Germany and Russia cenfrout
-
ing her in China, France in the So
udan,
the native tribes in India and Irelan
d at
home, Great Britain is in a fairway to
undergo a trying test of her abilities as
an all-rouna scrapper.
_
It took some time for the Itepfabli
cans
in Congress to tell how bitterly they 
op-
posed civil aerviee, but it had j alre
ady
taken a much longer time for Me p
eo-
ple to discover the fraudulent tiat
ure of
the civil service plank in the Hep
ubli•
can platform.
Lawyers, or at least Chicago !lawyers,
are a modest set. That Chicagp limb 
of
the law who won the Ketcham case 
only
wants $20,000 for his fee, and the Ketc
h-
am, are going to let him sue for it a
nd
see if he is as successful in hislowu be-
half as he was in theirs.
_
The whole country hopes Unit Corb
ett
will stick to his resolution t& tal
k no
more about a fight with Fitzeim
mons.
Fitz is afraid to meet Corbett, 
as his
conduct clearly shows, and ne am
ount
of newspaper talk can ever induce
 him
to again face the man whom he d
efeated
by a mere chance.
No wonder Klondikers are reporte
d to
be starving to death, when the ma
rket
price of whisky is $1 a drink. B
ut so
long as the quotation on pie ;c
ontinues
at fe per pie, the miners need h
ave no
fear for the future, especially if the
 high
figure will tend to stop the mlin
afacture
of the dyspepsia-producing sort
The Allegheny idea of usiiig ta
r and
feathers on Councilmen whose vot
es are
not especially pleasing to their 
(*misfit-
cent's, if popularly endorsed Snd
ally practiced, would not on 
advance
the price of tar, but would mhke 
It rk•
ueedtugly difficult to find Men 
willing
so *mops a 1411041 In CP7 
goiincil au,
Where.
TIti Witiiis Wiflti 
Should
Ittestk 1410111 14fii4114 14 010
oifilmoo401 the tiOn. of 114.
lolowoit Niaolltioi kotii 4mi
home Woof!, of ail ii1Nolio. Th.
*hots Weald MP. the litstiefil tiP 
Wool
eitettsth, *hateful the ntlirt
nations of Sumps would attsnipt to 
eti.
joy a 1110110POly if they could
 control
China's policy.
Uncle Sam has evidently .learned 
the
trick of Issuing postage stamps 
solely
for the purpose of getting into 
the
purees of the Philateliste, rThis is 
very
apparent, for there is certainly no 
call
for $5 postage stamps. That is a v
ery
small business for a government as big
 as
this. But probably Uncle Sam ex
cuses
himself on the ground that the Ding
 ley
tariff law has so curtailed" his reven
ue
that he must resort to mine means
 by
which he can put money inilna purse
No more gold bricks to the consti
tu-
ents in the shape of printed speeches
 in
the Congressional Record that h
ave
never been delivered. It will save 
ex-
pense for Uncle Sam in the way of free
delivery, and Congressmen will have t
o
stop "pointing with pride" to the col
-
umns of that thrilling and highly 
sen-
sational publication unless they are
really oratorically inclined. Hereafter t
o
get his outburst of eloquenee printed i
n
the Congressional Record, the Congress-
man will have to make his speech 
in
Congress. However, seeds may be sent
the same as usual.
It will be an outrage if the r -.nett
States and Canada allow power: al cor-
porations to get such ceintrol of the
Kloudike and the entrances to it that
Individuals will be unable to go there
Any man who hi willing to brave the
dangers of the trip to that inhospitable
region Is certainly entitled to enter free
and unhampered 'ha shoald hays the
same rights after he arrives there that
are granted to any oorPoration. Nor
should the corporations be allowed t
o
'take off large claims; no, claim should
be given to any man.whois not ou the
spot ready to work it. To go up there
and work a claim is worth far more
than the average claim will yield in the
end.
The bicycle wae originally a French
invention, but the workmanship and
Ingenuity of the Americans have so
greatly improved and cheapened the
machine that this country is now sup-
plying the French with a large share of
their wheels. Consular, reports show
that the French GovernMent received
$551,000 or more tariff ; on American
wheels, while the impertatione from
England amounted to nekt to nothing.
On the other hand there is hardly a
wheel of French mantifacture to be
found in: America. All this goes to
show that the Americesi workman is
quick to see a good thing and evidently
knows his ,business better than the
French.
Joseph Leiter, according to experts in
the trade, is forcing thousands of peo-
ple to eat darker bread than has ever
been seen since the introlductiou of the
patent roller process of I, making flour.
His control of 15,000,000,btuthele of con-
tract wheat means, they Bay, that the
millers are:grinding the'best grain they
can procure since their 'limply of choice
No. 1 hard spring wheai has become ex-
hausted, and that best ie not very good.
Grocers and retail flour dealers have
been receiving complitints regarding
hreadatuffs from cooks sind housewives,
who have sent hack "barrels of flour
marked with the fanciest brands and
bought at the highest price. But the
loulest protests have been raised by the
restaurunteurs and bakeirs,who buy flour
at wholesale.
Almost every man in America has
some digestive trouble. When men
meet, the greeting aerially is, "Well,
how are you?" That develops health
talk. The man who has no bowel or
stomoch trouble is alneoet a curiosity.
Trouble is men take no care of them
selves. They eat as though they had
copper stomachs and bowels of brass.
By and by. :ovet worked nature rebels.
Then come headaches, nervousness, bad
blood, liver and kidney troubles. Dr.
Pierce's Pleasant Pelletts furnish help
for constipation and terpid liver, sick
and bilious headache, dizziness, sour ,
stomach, toes of appetilre, indigestion, or
dyspepsia, windy hatchings, "heart-
burn," pain and distress after eating,
and kindred derangements of the liver,
stomach and bowels. Accept no substi-
tute.
BIG PUG HAS HETIRED.
[sPacist TO NEW ERA]
Chicago, Feb. 1.—James J. Corbett
gave out the following.signed statement
to-day:
"I desire to announee my retirement 1
from the ring. In Making this 
an-
nouncement I do so the belief that i
the ring has nothing t4 offer me in 
the!
future, and that Robert Fitzsimmons
 in
refueling my proposition for a fight
 in
not only going in the face of 
public •
opinion, but also seeking to avoid a e
on-
test about which he is doubtful as
 to
the result.
"Of the ring I shall have nothing fia
t,
theho say. My choice was to fight
Fitzsimmons. That being denied, I re-
tire to devote my whcde time and atten-
tion to histrionic art.'!
1
ABLEGATE A NOTED WOMAN DEAD FIGHT ,FOR FOO
THOLD, Next-Door Neighbors.
Is To Receive Many Thous-
ands of Petitions
WAS ELECTED TO-DAY ASKI
NG FOR A DECREE
The Nomination Took Place After a Deadlock
of More Than Two Weeks.
BOB TAYLOR WANTS TO SUCCEED BATE.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA
Nashville, Tenn., Feb. 2.—After a
deadlock of over two weeks the Demo-
cratic members of the Legislature, iu
caucus assembled, last night named
Senator Thomas Battle Turley, of Mem-
phis, as a candidate for the United
States Senate to fill out the unexpired
term of the late Senator TishamG.Harris
which does not finally expire until ;901.
The nomination was equivalent to an
election for at noon today the two
houses met in joint session and formal-
ly elected Mr. Turley.
It took twelve meetings of the caucus
to decide between Senator Turley, Con-
gressman Benton McMillin and Gov.
Robert L. Taylor, and the nomination
was made on the 143th ballot. This was
the first ballot of the evening and by 9
o'clock the news of the nomination was
flashed over the wires, first to Memphis
and then to other parts of the country.
The story of the nomination is simple
and soon told. It was made by an unit-
ed effort On the part of the supporters
of Uov. Taylor and Senator Turley.
Several days ago it war luainfested that
Guy. Taylor's gain bad been blocked et•
fselltalle *lid it Wee alio demomitritted
Ibul blo 111101111414lated strelitith Wit. filal
*10111ho molt 1414 fflowlo o*w 111*1
km. oeloolloh *MI lifillowl1410: A OW tof
I hie HOOP slops 11111i the 1110111l1010
*took' Mato 1411041 oil flotilla HIM MIMI
NONNINII lot 14«holor Iii tam owl the orat
tin* held by Senator Turloy *mild hate
have been Vacant. The majority of
Ike. Taylor's preferred to sustain his
appointment. They therefore indorsed
his appointment and voted for Senator
Turley.
Among Gov. Taylor's forces were a
number of gentlemen who remained
loyal to the pledges they had made to
Mr.Mcelillin as second choice and when
the crucial moment came they fulfilled
the promises they had made. Others
did not.
The vote on the 145th,the nominating
ballot, stood: Turley. 46; McMillin, 43;
Taylor, I.
Gov. Taylor has already declared his
candidacy to succeed Senator Bate in
1819.
BUSINESS NEWS.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA j
New York, Feb. 3.—Stocks were
traded in yesterday on the New York
market to a much greater extent than
- • vrd eat s. Foreign buying was
oalitions were greatly im-
proved. B. & 0., Reading and the an-
thracite group were firm, erengers and
banks were irregular. Chicago wheat
was heaviest ith a email speculetive
trade. Exports are reported small
Provisions in Chicago Were higher mud
cattle firmer,
Slot es,
L. dr N. unified 4's brought 87 1e,
while L & N. stock sold at 59 12, 8,1.'03
shares changing hands. Illinois Cen-
tral quoted at 106, but none offered for
sale. Western Union Telegraph stock,
9..7,5e, 4,600 shares changing hands.
Pu) man Sleeping Car,:l 76 2 ; silver oer;
titivates, 561, ; Sugar Trust, 137; Ten-
nessee Coal and Iron, 24!,; Adams Fx-
press, 160; American Express, 119;
Wells Fargo Express, 113; New York
Central Railroad, Ile' , 37,503 shares of
it changing hands.
Moaey on call was easy at 1 34,
prime mercantile paper 3, 4 per cent
Silver certificates e614,,, 5714 ; bar silver
5633c; Mexican dollars 4514c. New
York bank clearings, $204,221,927; bal-
ances $10,783,169. Chicago bank clear.
ings were $17,614,469, posted rates
4e31,e, 4ee, New York Exchange 10c
premium.
London markets were irregular, poli-
tics being the prime cause. Illinois
Central sold in London at 10934 ; L. &
N. 6l ; New York Central 1213, ; bar
silver easy at 26 1-163 per ounce. Money
2ei 2 4 pet 'ent.
AT CHIcAii0.
Wheat was strong early on a rally at
Liverpool, but turned weak later midi r
the leadership of the New York market
and closed 12e lower. No. 2 February
delivery opened at Its, highest its, low
eat tee closed at is. May delivery open-
ed at 9e3„, highest 9612, lowest 9512,
closed at 9314. July delivery opened at
851 2, highest till, lowest 85, closed MI,.
Corn showed 1-16c decline. Oats
closed unchanged. Provisions were very
strong and advanced 10oe 27 1 2c, with a
good trade. Some of the prices were as
follows: No 2 corn, 2714c; No. 2 yellow
corn, 2712c, No. 2 oats, 24c; No. 2 white
f. o. b. 25,I2c, No. 3 white, f. o. b. 25
2ec, No. 2 rye, 47c, No. 2 barley, f. o. b.
28e4 to 40c; No. 1 flax seed,$1.2512 ; new
$1.30; prime timothy seed, per 100 lb..
$4.82 1„ ; short ribs sides 1 Icieeo $485
5.10; dry salted shoulders (boxed), 43,e
Sc; short clear sides (boxed', $5.1tee
5.20; whisky, distillers' finished goodie,
per gallon $1.19; sugar, unchanged.
On the produce exchange the
butter market was firm creamery, 13(e
isle, dairy, 11 ,e tot-1'c; cheese quiet, 8
ettseec.
CROP comets-loss.
Thoman's report for February on the
winter wheat crop was issued yesterday
.
It makes the condition of the crop 90 2
,
against 87.8 a month ago, and 84.1 Dec.
1. Drouth has hurt wheat in Californ
ia,
but elsewhere there has been genera
l
improvement. The plant is more prom-
ising than at any time since seeding
.
During the month Ohio gained 5 per
cent., Michigan Indiana 4, Illinoi
s 0,
Missouri 4 and Kansas 2. The present
condition indicates a yield of 15 bushels
per acre, and from present prospect',
there will be a 400,000,000 bushel winter
wheat crop against 379,000,000 bushels
harvested last year. Farther ivestiga
-
non confirms the estimate of 240,000,
000
bushels of wheat in the farmers' hands.
If exports continue for the current
 six
months, Its in hut yeai, there will be left
by liberal calculation but 20,000.00
0
bushels of wheat in all positions n
ext
June, or the minimum to which domes-




Proh,biting Marriages Between Roman Cath
• Once a Great Beauty, and Popular in Ins So
-
elect and Protestants
HUNGRY 1ENTUCKIANG WAIT FOR PIE
.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.]
New York. Feb. 2.—It is reported on
good autholity in press circles to-day
that thousands upon thousands of pe.i-
tions have been forwarded to Monsignor
Martinelli, the Papal Delegate to the
United States, begging him to issue a
decree prohibiting the marriage of Ro
man Catholics to Protestants.
Many of the petititious are from Ro-
man Catholics, who do not be!ieve that
any good Roman Catholic should many
a Protestant, in fact, who do not regard
marriage to a Protestant as any mar-
riage at all. Then again, many of the
petitions are from Protestants, who do
not believe that marriage between Pro-
testants and Roman Catholics are ever
happy, because of the light in which
the Roman Catholic church regards
such marriages. There are also peti-
tions in the lot hem A. P. A's, who de-
sire to cut off all Roman Catholics from
any sort of recognition whatever from
Protestants.
Of course, nobody knows w bat course
Monsignor Martinelli will take, but it
I. not believed that he will issue any
such decree. The Ronien Catholic
110WeVel, hiss elwayr dome all in
ite IMMO/ to Frame mantel/Yr kiwis' It
ter ielooltor hull rdrolooloolo
fettieN141 e 'Ill IMATII:
irstottri, to Now Noc
lethletillai rob. fl --Moo Plooplior,of
tino my, Wan burned lb deelli (hie Met,
tilos. While Menthols titter the open
fire pinee her elothing caught fire and
there was nobody at hand to e etinguleb
the flames. Suffered terribly. Her
screams could be heard nearly a block
off.
MINER BURNED.
;SPECIAL TO NEW ERA ]
Lexington, Ky., Feb. 3.—John Styles,
a returned Klondike miner, was burned
to death to-day while alone in his house
It is not known how the accident hap-
pened.
CREMATED.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ER.)
Versailles, Ky., Feb. 3.—A dispatch
from Washington, iud., says that Mrs
Bearsley, of this place, who was visit-
ing friends at Washington, was Darned
to death at that place this morning. Her
!otlong caught as she passed too close
to a grate.
CUT HIS THROAT.
[SPECIAL 30 NEW ERA)
San Francisco, Cal., Feb. 3.—Thorm
L. Thompson, ex-Congressuian, ex Sec-
retary of State and once Minister to
Brazil, cut his throat while temeorarily
insane at Santa Rosa, Cal.
Keeps It There,
It has been fltially decided that Hato
soh S1mu get the elitt014/1111,lit Pl'h001 to 
he
built by Prof. William McCulley, Pea-
broke and tiothi le both made an Wu, t
to secure the whoa
Amip•
HAS SEEN HIS SHADOW.
Winter is not over.
The ground hog sew his shadow Wed-
nesday. He is the lois prophet of ell
and aunounced what kind of weather is
to exist during the next six mouths.
Bays He Never Fails.
The little animal prognosticator has
hundreds of followers in Hopkinsville
and Christian coenty who believe im-
plicitly in his predietious. They have
watched him year after year and say
that he has never failed them.
Their belief is that when the ground
hog makes his appearance from his bur
row in the earth Feb. 2 if he seer his
shadow, cold, stormy weather will exist
for the next forty-two days. Under
such circumstances he quickly turns
and burrows into the warm nest of
leaves and goes to sleep that six weeks.
When he pokes his nose again above the
ground he will find winter's spell broken
and he can live above ground until the
following winter.
Should the ground hog fail to see his
shadow Feb. 2 he takes that as a sign
that winter is over. He dives into his
nerd again, tears it to pieces as of no
more use and comes out to enjoy six
weeks more of active life than he would
have had if his shadow had been cast
upon the ground
There is no -sign" more commonly
believed in than that of ground hog day.
None In mopitinsviiies.
There is not Known to be a ground
hog in the city. The weather propheir
will have to take their predictions from
imaginary ground hogs.
Some fernier,' ere so cure) of the
weather windoin of the little four-footed
prophet that they SOW their seeds for
an early or a late spring according to
his dictum.
COM ENJOYS
Both the method and results when
Syrup of Figs is taken; i, its pleasant
and refreshing to the taste, and acts
gently yet promptly on the Kidneys,
Liver and Bowels, cleanses the eve-
tern effectually, dispels colds, head-
aches and fevers and cures habitual
constipation. Syrup of Figs is the
only remedy of its kind ever pro-
duced, pleasing to the taste and ac-
ceptable to the stomach, prompt in
its action and truly beneficial in its
effects, prepared only from the most
healthy and agreeable substances, ita
many excellent qualities wrianend it
to ail and have made it the most
popular remedy known.
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 50
cent bottles by all leading drug.
I
gists. Any reliable druggist who
.
may not have it on hand will pro-
cure it promptly for any one who
wishes to try it.. Do not accept any
substitute.
CALIFOR.7M f70 smura co.
cony of Two Nations Capitals.
SHE WILL BE BURIED AT LOUISVILLE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ER CI
Lexington, Ky., Feb. 3.—Mrs. Marga
-
ret Howard Preston died at her home in
this city yesterday, aged seventy-nine
.
She had been ill for more than a 
year,
but sevei al months ago seemed to i
m-
prove greatly, and it was thought 
she
would regain her old time strength. She
was the widow of Gen.William Preston
,
a gallant Confederate soldier, Uni
ted
States Minister to Spain and a sold
ier
if th Mexican war. She was the daugh-
ter of Margaret Preston Howard 
and
Robert Wickliffe, the eminent l
awyer
and jurist. In her younger days M
rs.
Preston was a reigning beauty, and 
dur-
ing her residence with her husband
 In
Washington and at the Spanish capi
tal
'he was a great favorite in society 
be-
cause of her great beauty and wit.
 She
leaves six children—Mrs. John Mas
on
Brown and Mrs. George M. Davi
e, of
Louisville; Mrs. William F. Drape
r and
Mrs. George Draper, of Hopedele
,Mass. ;
Mrs. R. A. Thornton and Wicklif
fe Pres-
ton, of this city. She leaves
 a large
estate, incloduig the celebrated 
Ashlund
Stack Farm, occupied for s
o many years
Icy the late Copt U J. Tracy. The
 final
arranenieuts have out Isom oompleted




ttettitol IC Mr) 14111 elriorerrp, liroOr
vino
AP PIC m liV14111 11110AN,
Dorm i hat Moat IIrtiodfill Illit
tairen—I brook I *Writ.
Over half of the people hav
e ea.
tarrh in mane form or another,
 and
yet probably not a tenth of these
 peo-
ple know that their disease is 
catarrh
One person says he has Bright's
 die-
ease, another liver complaint ; 
&n-
ether consumption; another 
female
complaint These people would 
be
very much surprised to
bear that they were all
suffering with chronic
catarrh; but it is so
nevertheless. Each one
of these troubles, and a
great many more, are-
simply catarrh,
that is, chronic in•
eammation of the
_ mucous lining 
of
whichever organ 14 affected. A
ny in-
ternal remedy that will cure 
catarrh in
one location will cure it in ally 
other lo-
cation. This is why Pe•ru•na 
has be-
-time so justly famous in the cur
e of ca-
tarrhal diseases. It cures catarrh 
wher-
ever located. Its cures remain. P
e-ru-na
does not palliate; it cures.
Dr. Hartmen has recently 
compiled
into book form several of his lectu
res on
chronic catarrh, which he has d
elivered
it different times at the Surgica
l Hotel.
this book is called "Winter Ca
tarrh,"
end will be sent free of charge o
n apple
Aden to The Pe-ru-na Drug 
Manufact-
uring Company, Columbus, Ohi
o.
HEILVED HIM 1110111'.
1 sews AL TO NSW VII 5.1
Seattle, Welsh , Feb 8 —Mark T
an.
iser, Hinter in Alaska, killed tw
o COM•
isthmus in camp, and was then 
hung by
its other companions. lie met dea
th




[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA;
Washington, Feb. 8 —No Kentucky
appointments yet. Emmett, who was
promised Surveyorship of Port of 
Louis-
ville, is getting very uneasy, as Adju-
tant General Collier, who held 
that
place under Harrison, is here hustl
ing
for it again. Barnett is working too
.
BURNED.
[SECIAL TO NEW ERA.;
xville, Tenn., Feb. 3.—Mrs.
Hardby, an aged woman residing 
in
Clay county, was cremated to-day 
while
trying to save a c11d that was a
lso
burned to death.
Bessie Verner, a girl living near this
city, was standing near a fire this mon •
lug, when her clothing caught and she
Was burned to death.
RAILWAY OVER CHILKOOT.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.")
Tacoma, Wash., Feb. 8 —Hugh 0.
Wallace, President of the Chilkoot Rail-
road and Traesportation Company, 
has
advice', of the completion of the compa•
ny'm aerial railway over the Chilkoot
Pass to Lake Linderman, Thia marks a
new era for Klondike travel, as 
the.
time between the water and the hesei•
watersof the Yukon River is Morteened
from a mouth to one day, besides re-
moving the peril and hardships. The
company made a contract last night
with the Canadian Government at 15
cents per pound for transporting all its
freight for the mounted police from
Dyes to Lake Linderman.
CONSPIRACY.
rsitscIAL TO NEW IRA
New York. Feb. 3.—The State De-
partment has been warned of a conspir-
acy to defeat the purpose of the immi-
gration bill, which is now before Con-
gress, by a wholesale traffic in naturali-
zation papers, whereby immigrants who
are not able to come up to the require-
ments of the law can secure entry into
the country. The purpose is to collect
naturalization papers which have been
granted foreigners and to use them as
passports for the introduction into this
country of a horde of immigrants who
are to falsely personate the men in
whole names the papers were taken out.
The Administration fears that the
conspiracy may include the manufac-
ture of naturalization papers.
A STRANGE SUIT.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Bowling Green, Ky., Feb. 3 —In the
Circuit Court at this place John Harvey
sues Dr. T. B. Lame and E. A. Shobe I
for $20,000 damages. The petition al
-
leges that the defendant. caused to be I
placed on the tombstone of Brooks
Larne Shobe, son of Eli Shobe and
grandson of Dr. Larne, the inscription
"He Fell by Assassin's Hands." Young
Shobe was stabbed to dea;11 by the
Trenton.
The largest trade in many years has
Howard Miss Rives Has Been 
been consummated in the Trenton
neighborhood. Col. J. T. Evans has
Struggling Bravely. 
, purchased the farm of J. T. Harrel, just
out-ide of town, on the Clarksville road.
The consideration was $17,000.
Codas.
Circuit Court convened Monday at
Cadiz, with an average docket.
HAD NO FALSE
Loaf of Bread. Nickle's Worth of Bacon and
a Piece of Butter Made a Big Dinner.
GENERAL SYMPATHY GOES OUT TO HER
Concerning Miss Hallie Et mine Rives
the Louisville Critic says: Her home is
in Hopkintville, but she has spent a
great deal of time in Louisville, is litre
she has many WilniTIIITS. Last week the
Critic reprinted an article of hers which
appeared in the New York Journal.
Everything Glitters.
At this distance everything glitters in
the East, and the most roseate stories
drift back to the old home, from those
who are pursuing various careers in the
metropolis. A friend was telling me in
New York last summer what a struggle
Miss Rives was making. She had no
false pride about her condition and
talked about it freely. A Kentucky ac•
qnaintance sent her an invitation to
dinner, which she accepted. She was
living in the neighborhood of Maclieou
Square with a young girl companion
who was studying art. They had one
room and a bath room. They had a good
stove in the bath room where they
cooked their meals. As Miss Rives and
her companion started out Miss Rives
suggested that they stop at the corner
grocery so that she could send a dinner
to her friend. She bought five cents
worth of bacon, live cents worth of but-
ter and a loaf of bread. The geutletuan
expressed his surprise at the scantiness
of the meal and wanted to supplement
It, but Miss Hives insisted that it was
'efficient, and teat they lived on very
witch lees thin that every day. N
ile
*wit on to give her won't the story of
lior 114 hi Now York, owl who, a rim.
alo II wow !II 1041000w Al 111*1 limo
suN Wits aligaged in peaslisig 141101111411
lie r .14*57 Mmuuiehluig Plot "
Nhowo Mut.* UNgtliell,
Tiler. sire fhtuu.sndi Ilf other bilettloil
youtio wuosemi weuplug Melt OM Mil 111
the tueitnpolla, fighting for a foothold,
Mies It lias shuttle such courage un-
der aisemingly inaurttiountable ilifficul




l'sPE(tra., To NEW ERA.)
New Albany, lud , Feb. 3.—The First
Presbyterian church in this city was
damaged by fire- to the extent of about
$ 5,000 last night. The total insurance
on church and organ was $12,0e0.
GEORGIA WOMAN MURDERED.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.)
Reidaville, Ga., Feb. 3.—A horrible
warier was committed about seven
miles: from here. Mrs. A. J. Sharp, a
prominent farmer's wife, was murdered
and his house robbed. Her husband
and son were called away and when
they returned to the house they found
the old lady lying in the kitehen door,
her head beaten and her clothing cov-
ered with blood and a large pool of
blood on the floor. The murderers or
murderer broke open a closet door in the
house and secured oonsiderable money.
The Sheriff and a posse have just left
here for the scene of the crime and the
county will be scoured in the search.
Mrs. Sharp was the mother of Dr. J. It.
lodgers, one of the most prominent
physicians of this mellow
YOUNG K1)1dON'S AIRSHIP
(rNaCIAL TO new
New York, Feb. 3.—Young Thome§
A Edison, Jr. is esperinieuting with an
eirship, which be telieves will be suc-
cessful. The ship is the invention of
Frank Sandier of Milwaukee, WI. , but
Edison hit by accident upon a elm which
he believes is the only thing required to
make the ship a practical thing. Sails
were substituted instead of my propell-
ing power. Mr Edison says :
"It was at this point that I conceived
the really new principle. It struck we
that it would be a good idea to inflate
the sails with gas, thus making them
serve as balloons, as well as supplying
the &Ailing power. It %you'd not do to
make baggy balloons of the Bailie so they
were divided into numerous compart-
ment., which, when inflated, resembled
thin water bags. The gam tube running
to the balloon was tapped in three
places to supply gas to the main sail and
rubber tubes carried gas to the two jibs
The r ompartinsnts of the main sail were
connected by narrow openings, the gas
thus flowing freely through the entire
sail.
"A rudder completed the airship.
After many failure, we were successful.
Tne ship actually flew, and we suc-
ceeded in steering it. I believe that the
Inflated sail idea is the one that is going
to solve the aerial navigation problem."
MONARCH'S ASSIGNEE.
I sPectAI. TO NEW ER a)
Owensboro, Ky., Feb. :I.—The Colum-
bia Finative and Trite, Company, as as.
mistime of K. Monarch and the Eagle
and tilenaiore distilleries, filed it. rue
pert in the circuit Court yesterday.
The schedules show combined assets of
$893,191 75 and liabilities at $398,163.86.
The books and accounts were found to









riod of her life.
Becoming a
mother should be
a source of joy
to all, but the
suffering and
danger of the ordeal make
its anticipation one of misery.
MOTHER'S FRIEND
is the remedy which relieves
women of the great pain and suf-
fering incident to maternity; this
hour which is dreaded as woman's
severest trial is not only made
painless, but all the danger is re-
moved by its use. Those who use
this remedy are no 'anger de-
spondent or gloomy; nervousness
nausea and other distressing con-
ditions are avoided, the system is
made ready for the coming event,
and the serious accidents so com-
mon to the critical hour are
obviated by the use of Mother's
Friend. It is a blessing to woman.
81.00 PER BOTTLE at all Drug Stores,
or sent by mail on receipt of price.
BOOKS ni-ril
nable Information of
SAII FRAINIWO, CAL 
plaintiff, Harvey, ten or twelve years FREE 
luterr-t women, will iia sent
1,01110714i gr, liWrOlu4N. r. ago when both were mere boys. 
The 11111ADITILD SIMULATOR CO.. atlases Os.




The Caldwell County Teachers' As-
sociation will be held in Princeton Pub-
lic School building, Saturday, February
5.
Geo. Swift, a highly respected and
sober citizen of Princeton, has dis
ap-
peared mysteriously, and his family
fear that he has met with foul play.
George Lowey has sold the 'American
Steam Laundry, at Princeton, to P. Mc-
Gregor, who will take charge next Mo
n-
day. Mr. Lowey will move to Murfrees-
boro, Tenn.
Through her father, John Croft, as
guardian, Mrs. Alice Colley brought
suit to-day against her husband, Lucien
Colley, for absolute divorce. The plea
is desertion. The petition brings forth
the fact that Lucien Colley, aped fifteen
married Alice Crt.ft, aged thirteen, in
September, 1896, and then deserted her
after four months of married life.
Aliensvine.
Mr. Felton Gill, head of one of the
largest families in this section, is dead
at his home at Allensville. He was one
of the most prominent citigens of that
portion of the State. He was blf years
old. The interment took place to-day.
•••
Persons and Events.
FELAND.—Right after the command to
fall in was given at the armory Tuesday
night, Corporal Charles 0. Prowse step-
ped out of ranks, and, in a grucefui
speech, gave Captain Job Ii Felaud, Jr.,
a haudeten) sword, a present from 
the
tnembere of the Latheun Light Guar
ds,
who had adopted this way of Mowing
the high esteem in which they hold
their superior ettici r. Capt. Irel
and was
taken totally by surprise, but he found
titling words to which to raprers lite
orotorol opproomilon for lbw 
loosiiiim
11,14040o of the pommel''', riled fur
IMO 1 114 litilirlt Is Waste from MN fill001
IfIllleflitl lip lb. N l', Id lioy US, of
'*4
hi* 011101111,—tho Ilseholot
opt Topriloy 1004in-ono with M
oo
Huttiett. There was a full at
tendatiee Delta, tsfrealimeuts Were
served. Miss Gaither was elected
President and Miss Burnett Yios-Pre
st-




TRIP.—A party of six gentlemen, Ed
Tandy, F. S. Beaumont, Jim Radfo
rd.
of Pembroke, Ky., Ernest Elder, Dr. 
H.
T. Drane and C. H. Drane will le
ave
Wednesday for Florida. says the Clarks-
ville Times.
They will go to Ocala first, and from
there in wagons forty miles to the G
ulf
of Mexico, where they expect to spend
several weeks in hunting and fishing
They are enthusiastic over their p
ro-




AN INCREASIL—It is calculated that
the total packing of hogs in the West
for the season from November 1 to Jan-
uaty 12 has been 5,150,000 hogs, com-
pared to 4 025,000 for the corresponding
time last year.
°ems AseED —An often asked quee-
tion is answered in the following: A
first-class postoffiee is where the receipts
are $40,000 a year and upwards; second-
class where the receipts are $8,000 and
up to 00,000; third-class where the re-
ceipts are $1,000 and up to to+ 0151; and
all other oftleem are railed feurtii•clam.
To entitle an office to free delivery the
receipts moat his $10,000 and morn. The
Prestili.tit appottito the first, pee end mid
thirdoileas postmasters and the pootmais
Stir-general the fourth-class.
Blue PAY ROLL.—The total number of
officeholders in the civil service) of the
country is 17e,717. The aggregate
salaries amount to $99,580,827. The
classified list of officeholders numbers
57,108, leaving in the unclassified list
91, 609, of which number about 60,000
are fourth-class Postmasters. These
figures are furnished by the Civil Ser-





TEN•POUND BOY.—Mr. W. H. Por-
ter, of the local I. U. R R. force, is re-
ceiving the congratulations of his
friends. It is a boy and he weighs ten
pounds.
CIRCUIT COURT —Christian Cie
cuit Celia will convene February 28.
VALENTINES.—Hideous caricature
in the shape of common valentines are
filling the shop windows end warning
sensitive people that February 14th will
soon be here.
BUYS A FA(M—Monrow Boyd has
bought from Prof. Sollee the Andy
King farm in the Pon neighborhood.
Gish & Garner's Wild Goose Lint-
merit cures rheumatism and neuralgia.
It Touches the Spot. At all druggists.
HUNTERS OPPOSE. — Sportsmen
in Kentucky are bitterly opposed to the
House bill prohibiting she shooting of
quail for five years.
Twenty head of good mules and horses
for sale at Layne's stable.
BETTER PRICES.—Cattle are bring-
ing better prices in Bluegrass towns.
For Rent—Desirable eight room dwel-
ling, very cheap. Walter Leigh, Howe
building.
MANY TH1EVES.—Petty thieving
was never of such frequent occurrence
in Kentucky small towns as now.
Foe RENT—The Layne residence with
6 acres of land on the Russellville pike,
near city limits. Apply to E. G. Oaths
in Hopper block.
STANDING ARMY.—The standing
army of the United States consists of
25,706 enlisted men and 2,143 officers.
DOLLARS FOR SCENTS.—One mil-
lion dollars is spent in New York every
year for perfume.
MAKES MORE MONEY —John
Vs'anamaker, the great millionaire men




All persons having claims against the
estate of Mary Vaughn, deceased, are
hereby notified to present same to me
properly proven on or before March 1st,
lbSti.
W. P. WIN FREE.
Adm. Mary Vaughn, des-'d
Feb. 1st, d2tw 2t
AUCTION SALE!
I will on Monday. February 7th, in
front of the court house, at 10 o'clock a.
m., sell hotel and restaurant furniture,
consisting of bedsteads, mattresses, pil-
lows, bureaus, wash stands, ire box, ice
cream free zeir, tables, table ware, mat.
king, etc. Terms cash.
J. H. MARSHALL





but the fault of thc
soap that your hus-
band's shirts are not
white. Don't scrub
and Fut) and wear them out using an
inferi‘r so ip—use Clairette.
LAI
SOAP
takesithe yellow out of clothes and whitens and
softek the rn. Not injurious because it's pure.
Will 3.ay you to think to ask for "Clairette."
Sold everywhere. Made only by






Crewel good, rich, healthy blood. Don't make the
whoa of buying poo.., adultered Wines and Whis•
klow II wise they are cheap, They are not, They
howe nasty, aissgratialirii effVoot upon the imam,
While the Whim. ttnil Whiskies to be found at the
Are !good and pure and are not expensive and 
give
you lat pulled-together, self-satisfied feeling.
Royal Liquor Company is the only exclusive
Whiskey Store in Christian county. 303 S. 
Main
Strect, Next door to E. Frankel's. Nothing sold
drin . Jugs Free.




Have - SearOed ie
MARKETS,
And after unrelenting efforts and ma*.
ful study, gathered tho baw styli's and
qualities In Woolens that modern prism
and skilled workmanship oan produce.
We are confident we oast show you the
newest, brightest and moss faahionable
stock of IMPORTED and D3/LERTIO
WOOLEnS ever offered for Inspection.





Some of the Dry Goods Houses in
Hopkinsville are selling at first cost,
some are selling at 1-3 of,, some are
selling at 1-4 off.
I Am Still in the Ring
with a large and well assorted stock,
and you will be amply repaid if you




We Are Sure Winriers in the
Race For Trade.
Put in your money early. Our stock will
be broken up at the finish.
Fair Goods and Fair Prices
Never Lose a Race.
We have got 'em—we will win without
a break.
We ask you to take advantage of a grea
t op-
portunity to buy your goods during our 3
0 days
clearance sale at prices never cheaper tha
n
before. Competition Can't touch us.
We will commence with bargains.
We will continue with bargains.
We will end with bargains. ,
Luck is looking for you in the shape of b











PIECES FOR PLANTERS WEATHER THIS MONT
H TRIED FOR TRIFLING. MIX FUN WITH MUSCLE.
Exclusive ReportoO'obacco
Sales and Receipts.
The Prognostications of the Dr. Russell Fined For Pro- 
Hopkinsville Athletic Asso•
Famous I. L. Hicks. miscuous Flirting. ci
ation Will Be Formed.
FARM NEWS AND NOTES ALL SORTS AND KINDS.
a6ters et Great Interest te 
a'l Tillers of tie
Soil,
CONDITIONS OF THE LIVE STOCK
 MARKET.
THE LOULSVILLE MARKS?.
The following report is 
furnished ex.




Sales on our market for the
 week just
closed amount to 3,743 hlide.
, with re-
ceipts for the same period 3,
424 hhds.
Sales on our market since Ja
n. 1st,
amount to 12,609 hints. Sales
 of the
crop of 1897 on our market to th
is date
amount to 16,111 kihde.
The offerings of new dark toba
cco
continue very small The leaf of 
extra
length is selling from $5 50 to $8
 50, brit
the market is unsatiefaetory 
for the
s tort common leaf and nothing 
of a fat
or wrappery quality is offerin
g. The
market remains dull and low 
for old
lugs whicJi constitute the gre
at bulk of
the old stock here.
'rue following quotations fai
rly rep-
remelt onr market for dark 
tobacco,
1897 crop :
Trish . . . IS 00
 to 250
lumnron t3 medium lms., 
50 to 3.10
Dark rich lugs, ex* quality 4
00 to 6.50
Medium to good leaf , 6
 00 to 9.00
Leaf of extra length  7 
OD to 1/.00
Wrappery styles  b 
00 to 13.00
LIYII STOLE BAREST.




Louisville. Ky , Feb. Ii-
-Cattle-The
receipts of cattle to-day 
Were fairly lib-
eral, being 184 head on side;
 quality of
the offerings only fain i
 The market
riled steady at unchanged 
prices on all
grades. Pens well cleared
 at the close
Calves-Receipts liberal, 
being 67 head
on sale; quality of the 
offerings fair.
The market ruled stead
y and un-
changed. Pens cleared. ,
Extra shipping $
Light shipping 
 4 4 B1 59444 t5'
Beet butchers  
 4'104 4 ti
Fair to good butchers  
 Izee 3 s5
Common to medium butctsr--s  
 2&n4 32.1
Thin, rough steers, poor co
ws
and scalawags .  
 1 /10 2 1.5
Hood to extra oxen 
3 Mfg 3 50
Common to medium oxen 1.. 







 504 3 541
Veal Cali es 
 5 5144 5 75
Choice tulle!) cows   
 knocia4.1110




head on sale; quality fair. T
he market
opened at a decline of 10c, all 
hogs 160
pounds and up selling at $3.8
0. Light
shippers, $3 4)3 70, asd pigs,
 t,3.75w
3 40 Pans a ell cleared at th
e close.
Choice packing and butchers, fib
SLUM. 
II SO
Fair to good packing. 140 to SOO lb 
I •111
11.1410d CO extra light. Pie to OSitli
3'l)
Fat shoats, IIS to Inv 15 .. • 3 44
14S 711
Vat shoats. 1Wto tee b 
. 1:•4.1 40
Pigs. Su to vo
iugbs. 16U to WO b . - •• 2 750 2
f)
Sheep and Lambe- Rieeipts l
ight, be-
ing 67 head on sale; quality of
 the offer-




blood to extra snipping Sheep 
g3e443 46
Fair to good 
3 Nat So
Common to medium 
Olt
Bucks . ,  ..
Skips and scalawags per bead  ... 
2o1.41 .$)
Extra spring lambs 
 4 7646 liti
Fair to good • 
Best butcher lambs   4 
1544 75
Fair to good butcher lam   i 
7504 15
Tall ands  •••• ......
—
CrIANOE IN THE LINZ.
Every section of country is es
pecially
apled to some One or more l
ines of
ing. Every farmer is. es
pecially
adapted to some one or m
ore lines of
work.
Is it not better that each 
farmer
should locate in the section 
where he
can best follow the line of farmin
g to
which L3C is especially adapted?
Inv alit* e.iior, of Iowa for thirty
*bete wheat was practically 
a
I attire. I never tried but two c
rops. It
was far better for me to raise grams
 and
c ru and feed the crop to stoc
k and buy
my flour than to attempt to rens
 wheat.
With four and eight bushels per
 acre I
ootild not compete with ten to
 thirty
bushels and it was useless to tr
y. The
Kansas and Dakota wheat farm
s need-
ed a market for their Elur and o
ur sec-
tion helped furnish it.
Other sections could not raise
 corn
and some grasses, but we could,
 and so
they helped furnish • market fo
r these,
and our hogs, cattle and horses.
We maid raise a crop of peaches
 once
in five years. Better not try. Bu
t other
places from Maryland to Calif
ornia
could raise them every year. Bett
er for
us to buy. Si might refer to eve
ry kind
of crop raised anywhere. Is it not
 folly
for everybody everywhere to try
 to raise
everything? Perhaps no one anyw
here
attempts it.
But we get mach advice that b
orders
very closely to this. ihe local pr
ess used
to urge tie to raise wbeat, if but 
enough
for our home tre. What folly whe
n the
transportation charges from 
a good
wheat section was but nine ce
nts per
hundred on flour.
Let each farmer in each section 
select
his most profitable line of farmi
ng and
stick to it. Everyone needs to 
sell of
his eurplue, and there must
 be somebody
Who does not raise this t
o buy it.
An intl.& good crop or a temp
orary
high price induces many to
 change their
usual line of farming, when 
generally
it would be better to continue
 in same
lines as normal conditions wil
l again
prevail, and the old line for which
 the
farm is best adapted and the f
armtr
knows all about will in the cu
d pay best.
nor K
Oats is about the best food you can
give lo calve.. Milted with c
orn weal
it is a great milk producer for 
cows.
One advantage itt having p
ure bred is
ghat it leads Otte to practic
e pure bred
feeding. Did it ever occur
 to you there
is scrub feeding acwell as
 scrub stock?
Well there is.
It is of no advantage to have 
feed be-
fore animals all the time. Whe
ther it
be grain of roughness, the bet
ter and
more economical plan is to give 
them
what they will eat up clean.
If any animal is not making a gai
n it
Is pretty stare it is making a toes.
 Feed-
ing for maintenance merely is n
ot feed-
ing for profit. These things are
 true all
the time but especially true










ileasoy frau Ta111•1111rcr for 
tortertag. 41.5
Whig. itching. horning. a 01 scal
y skin lad 0,01
61•••••• 01th ION MI 
hair - Warm Arabs with) 
t -
?scree Soar. gentle apol
lestliins of COTIrtItt
(ointment). anti fug 
of trrtrun•
vas?, greatest of blood 









Numerous Extremes is Tempera
ture Are Pre-
dicted For Fee-uary.
FIERCE STORMS' AND ENORMOUS
 RAINS
The following is the weather 
forecast
for February MI predicted by
 ;Rev. Irl




February comes in with mor
al furthest
North in the heavens and 
twoeiays past
the first quarter, hence win
ds nre apt to
be Southerly and, th
e temperature
wanner for the opening d
ays of the
month. A depressed barom
eter will ap-
pear generally about the 
2nd to 4th,
ending in large areas of rai
n and snow,
all to be followed by a rising 
barometer,
shifting of winds to Went t
ied North,
and very marked changes to 
molder be-
tween the 3rd and 6th. 
4 Vulcan
storm period is central on t
hel'Ith as in-
dicated This period e
mbraces full
moon on the 6th only a litt
le 'lover a day
from moon's passage of 
the celestial
equator on the 14th. Ther
efore, from
about Sunday, the 6th, to 
Nlednesday,
the 9th, storm conditions
 Of marked
energy may be expected to
 pies East'
werdly over the cuuutry. I
f the baroue
eter falls far below normal
 before the
8th with winds still humid,
 Southerly
and warm, look for time
 storms about
the 8th and 9th. Thes
e storms will
bring raiu, turning to 
heavy snow
Northward, and be followed 
by a gen-
eral cold wave, for which ali
 should be
on the alert. Very sharp cold
 will pre-
vail generally treat about thei
 9th to 12,
first in the Noethwest and th
en advan-
cing to the South and West
. i
Rain and Snow
On and touching the 12th ; an
d 13th,
wintry conditions will modera
te, tie
barometer will fall and wore
 storms of
rain and snow will visit ma
n/ sections,
traversing the country hole
 West to
East. he moon will be 
farthereet
South in the heavens on the 
13th and
nearest the earth on the 
Ilteh. Three
teem will tend to hold the 
atmospheric
tide Southward, and wind
s will blow
mostly from Northern poin
ts of the
compass. But s as the *o
n works
Northward to her new on the 2
0th, with-
in a few hours of her paseea
ge of the
equator on the 21st. the Ofi
Siii of the
Vulcan storm period centralio
n the 114th
may be expected. We will (t
ame Satur-
day, the 19th, to Monday, the
 21st, as
days of great storm probabi
Sty.
Tiopical storms may be expect
ed far
to the South from about thele
th. These
tropical conditions will work N
orthward
being met by Northerly wihd
s, ending
in fierce rain and electrical itt
orms, turn-
ing to snow and blizzards tietw
een the
18th and 22nd. The Venus; period
 may
also extend in the storms min
d extreme
changes or temperature at t
his time, ad-
ding her -electric tire chapg
ing quick




We shall not be surprised if enorm
ous
rains visit many central aed Sou
thern
regions, and if some of the 
greatest
snow storms and blizzards of the w
inter
occur about this time. 4 cold 
wave
will naturally follow these disturba
nces,
but it will prove of shdrt du
ration.
Moon reaches her greatest ;North 
decli-
nation on the 28th midi will
 cause
Southerly winds, fallingi bar
ometer,
warm rains and thawing iveather
 from
about the 5::rd quite to the end o
f the
month.
THINKS THE BILL SVP,LL PAS
S.
Senator Crenshaw, and th4 School 
Trust
and the Miners' Measures.
State Senator Crenshaw., of Christ
:_an
couuty, who was in the Icity Monday
en route to Frankfort, is ponfident t
hat
his bill directed against tins school bo
ok
trust and also his measure in the m
in-
ers' interest will pass the General 
As.
sembly, says the Lotlisville Co
m-
mercial.
Senator Crenshaw said to The Com-
mercial:
'The measure introduced by mys
elf,
in which I am taking theegreatest int
er-
est is the miners' bill. It is a que
stion
that has been before several legislatu
res
in the past few years, and I think s
tande
a better chance for adoption now tha
n
ever before. It proposes:that the mine
operators be compelled tee payoff all e
m•
ployes in money twice a 'eurenth, inst
ead
of in brass checks, as at present. I
f
adopted it will be of magerial benefit
 to
the miners of the Sestet as with 
the
checks they can only bue from the st
ore
of the mine operator, weere the nec
es-
saries of life come prettyt high."
FORESIGHT AS WEI+ AS N
ERVE
Young Joe Leiter Made Ne Mistake in 41 Buying Decemb r Wheat.,
The impression is fas gaining gro
und
that Joseph Leiter mede no mist
ake
when he bought all the December w
heat
that Armour and other" sold him,
 and
11continued to buy until o one was l
eft
to sell him a bushel LI said at the ti
tre
that wheat was 'good !props/tee" and
w hen,dell vents of atenik 10.100,e00 
bush-
els were made oti him dn mantas th
at
he had purchased, he limply paid
 for
his wheat and then estrdown and 
wait,
toti for purchasers, i
Judging from this cobras of the 
vernal
within the past few idays, ther
e are
buyers in the market Who are an
xious
and williiiie to pay the ! price dema
nded
by Leiter far his holdihgs. It is est
imat-
ed that Leiter has in spot wheat an
d fu-
ture options fully 15,4),000 bushels,and
is virtually controlling the wheat 
mark-
et of this country; and, strange 
to say,
he is daily adding to bits stock.
Consumption Positively Cured.
Mr. R. B. Greeve, nterchant, o
f Chi!-
howl", Va., certifies that he ha
d con-
sumption, was given ep to di
e, sought
all medical treatmentithat mo
ney could
procure, tried all eouh reme
dies that
he could hear of, but ot 
no relief ;spent
many nights sitting up in a
 chair; was
111(1%10411 to try Dr. lithget Ne
w Discov-
ery, and was cured b use of two
 bot-
tles. For past three rears has
 been at-
tending to business aid mays Dr.
 King's
NeW Discovery is Slits grandest 
remedy
ever made, se it hem r one Po mueti for
Mtn Wel also for folio . in his 
reinittititil-
ty Ilf kiiig's few* lietitteeftie guilt,
Attleeti ftif tititiell, i del NMI 
tellistithe
tette Is iiiits't fail: Mal bristle free at
Bo U. llf4rflviieli • dIfig NOM
-- --sr *row- --- - -
Asylum OoMmissioners,
In the Senate Tuesday Mr. B
ronstion
(offered a new bill toi create a bo
ard for
the asylums similar jo that
 proposed by
him for the prisonsi Almo
st immedi-
ately after his new (bill, th
e bill creat-
ing the Prisons Commis
sion came up as
a special order. Mr. 
Bronston spoke
for the bill at lentelh. 
He had before
him all the peniten tarp 
literature from
the report on 
Hapr 
to the discharge
and reinstatement f 
Chamberlain. He




I His speech wee a v
igorous one.
LIVELY MOOT COURT. FIRST MEETING 
SOON.
The Entertainment at Mrs. 
Nantes Moore•s
Was Thoroughly Enjoyable.
A DESCRIPTION OF THE L
EGAL BATTLE.
A very pleasureable e
ntertainment
was given Monday night at
 the home of
Mrs. Nanuie Moore, on S
ixteenth street,
the promoters were Mine
rs Bell Moore




The court was organized
 with Judge
Charles Bush on the bench.
 Mr. Thomas
B. Fairleigh served in t
he capacity of
sheriff. The prosecuting 
attorney was
Mr. John Feland, Jr., a
nd the color s .1
for the defense was Mr. 
Frank Bell.
The prisoner was Dr. Eph. 
P. Russell.
The incht tuaeut against 
the prisoner
was for malicious misch
ief, consisting
in promiscuous flirting, t
rifling with the
tender affections of the fair
 sex at large,




appeared before the court 
to testify
against Dr. Russell. They
 gave him a
very bad name. The wit
nesses were
Misses Edna Smythe, Dell Moo
re, Edith
Boulware, end Natalie Byar
s, It was
proven that the priiemer W
as SA Olit to
utter sighs of prodigious 
; that he
strolled with young wome
n in the
moonlight and quoted poetry
 ; that he
always went driving iu h m. 
t buggies.
Mr. Feland'i speech war 
logical and
eloquent. He painted th
e handsome
prisoner at the bar as a 
velum of the
deepest dye, aud a menace
 to society
When he finished, there 
were those
present who wanted to bet 
3 to 1 that
the physician would be h
anged.
Mr. Bell, for the defense
, delivered a
speech that was a gem of t
he purest ray
serene. He entered for the 
prisoner a
plea of temporary ineanity, 
fie told
how Dr. Russell suffered f
rom various
haIncivationr, among them th
at he was
only twenty three years old
, and that he
could sing. He recalled the 
statement
of a witness that the ph
ysician had
quoted poetry written by H
anson Penn
Diltz, something that no sa
ne man ever
did. Hu sh twed that any 
buggy that
Dr. Russell might sit in neces
sarily be-
came an "h. in. t." • There w
-as not a




The court's charge to the j
ary was
masterly. The jury was com
posed of
the following persons: Mis
ses Mary
Barbour, Jimmie Ellis and Jen
eie Win-
free; Messrs. James Cook,
 Fletcher
Campbell and Bailey Russell.
 A ver-
dict of utility was returned,
 and Dr.
Russell was Wied $2 9e. He 
was warn-
ed by the court to sin no more
.
ELECTED ON FIFTH BA
LLOT.
John Poland, Jr Chosen S
ecretary of
the Asylum Board of c
ommissioners.
At the meeting of the Boar
d of Com-
missioners at the Western 
Kentucky
Asylum for the Iusane, this
 morning,
an election was held to choose a 
secre-
tary to succeed Mr. James 
R. Wocd,
whose resignation was accept
ed at the
last meeting. Mr. John Fel
aud, Jr.,
was elected on the fifth ballot,
 defeating
Messrs. Edward Arnold awl G
uy Star-
ling.
MARRIED AT THE COURT 
HOUSE.
William Nann, y and Mies Etude In
gram
Joined By Judge Canaler,
Mr. William Nanney, of 
Roaring
Springs, Trigg county, and Mis
s Susi-
Ingram, of Herndon, this county
, were
married here Monday.
The service took place in the of
fice of
County Clerk Prowse and w
as per-
formed by County Judge Cans
ler. The
h appy couple left for their 
home im
mediately after the marriage.
ABOUT TOBACCO FRODITOTIO
N.
Kentucky's Crop Last Year 
is Valued
at $8,032,202.00.
The final estimates of the tobacco p
ro-
duction in the United States i
n the
year 1e156, made by the Agricultura
l De-
partment, place the total yield at 
403,-
45)4,320 pounds, valued at $24,25
6,070.
The area cultivated amounted to
 597,-
749 acres. Seven States produced a cro
p
valued at more than a million do
llars,
viz : Kentucky, Pee:I2,202 ; North Car-
olina, $5,490,334; Virginia, $3,013,9
86;






WHAT HE DID AND DIDN'T.
Dr. Andrew Sargent Writes to t
he New
Era to Correct an Error.
Frankfort, Ky., Jan. 29th, 1698.
EDITOR KENTUCKY NEw ERA,
Hopkinsville, Ky. e
Dear Sir:-
Owletr to an 1,•••1 Orin
. In the Louis.
Vide 1 lives Id Jell. 1;0.11, it appeared
that I had introduced an ame
ndment to
the Con/dilution ixemptieg t
he proper,
ty of women from tagetleni until
 they
are allotted to vide,
I am not the author of the t
itetteure,
her do I favor ally ouch uojusell mud 
liti•
fair onrcrituirietion between the prop
er.
ty holders of the State.
1 (nil present a bill to legalize the chi
l-
dren of slave marriages in this Co
ne
tuouwealth, PO that they may 
inherit






Dr. Andrew Sargent, of Christ
ian
eounty, introduced in the Hous
e TU014
day an act providing the death 
penalty
and penitentiary confinement fo
r those
who participate in a mob lynching
. and
providing for the recovery by th
e "mur-
dered" or lynched person's n
earest rel-
ative of not less than $.1.000 fr
om the






The (listkierille Times eayn i M
t. Itch.
ry 'tryout, the trileteeri iliepeetne, Who
has hotel Iii the oily l.e,hiss fu a soil-
stile $001011•floeo bite Nell th
e Pleat plate
un MIER /101,00,itiiii will Sake lososootiiii






NO PION E Y IN 
ADVANCE. Won.
de rent uppiiani • 
and scientific re
m-
edies sent on t:tal 
to any reliable
mean. A world-wide 
reputation back of
this oiler. Every obsta
cle to happYmarrled
lire removed. Full 
strencih, d3erlopmest
and tone given to eve
ry portion of the body.
Failure in Nee, In; ago no
 barrier.
No C. ' Ii. scheme. NIAARA ST.
ERIE MEDICAL CO 
H., BLI-FALO, N. Y.
A Foot Ball Team Is Being Organ
ic -d To
Meet All Comers.








ganization promisee to be of grea
t and




A meeting to elect officers and ad
opt
rules and regulations will be held 
with-
in the next few days.
The name of the organization 
signi-
fies its purpose. What will be
 done
about fitting up e eryineiteium wi
ll be
determined at au early meeting.
Plans have already been perfected
 for
putting a first-class foot ball tea
m on
field, and, although it is out of season
,
several games will be played
 here be-
fore Spring. Next fall the 
association
will have under it. auspices the et
roree
est eleven in Kentucky. Praetice w
ill
commence at once, with Mr. J
ames
Rash, of Hendereon, as coach
. Mr.
Rash is one of the best alldiron
tid ath-
letes in the State, and a foot ball pla
yer
of national reputation. He w
as cap•
tatti of the Virginia Military Ii
irtitu
tion team, aud twitched the crack
 Ann
Arbor, Mich., club. The team wil
l line
up as follows :
(-ENTER Resit
George Steele or John Poland, Jr.
tetrr (weep
Will Starling or Jesup Tandy.
aliair eusee








Stonewall Morris or Charles Anders
on.
EldlIT HALF BACK




Jernes Rash or Robert Knight.
FULL RACK
3IcF. Blakemore orJames Russell.
The First Game.
A challenge will be immediately sent
to the team of South Kentucky College
The date proposed is February 19.
MURDERER MERRY SENTENCE
D
The Fiendish Peddler Will B.- Hanged
On February 18.
Chris Merry, the peddler recently con
-
victed of beating and choking to de
ath
his wife, Pauline Merry, was sentence
d
in Judge Hortonee court to be hange
d
Feb. IS. This date is just three mon
ths
after the murder was committed and
 is
barely outside the time limit allowed
 by
statute to condemned murderers. Me
rry
had apparently fully recovered hi
s
nerve and when Judge Horton pro
-
nounced sentence the condemned man
gave no sign of emotion beyond a sligh
t
flush. Merry's attorneys made th
e
usuel motions for a new trial and arres
t
of sentence which were overruled, th
e
Court saying there were absolutely n
o
grounds for the motion.
The Shakers of Mount Lebanon, a
community of simple, honest, God-fe
ar-
ing men and women, have prepar
ed the
Shaker Digestive Cordial for 
many
years, and it is always the Same, si
mple,
honest, curative medicine that has
 help:
od to make the Shakers the he
althy,
long-lived people that they are. 
The
Shakers never have indigestion. 
This
is partly owing to their simple mo
de of
life, partly to the wonderful propert
ies
of Shaker Digestive Cordial. Ind
iges-
tion is caused by the stomach gla
nds
not supplying enough digestive jui
ce.
Shaker Digestive Cordial su
pplies
what's wanting. Shaker Digestive Cor
-
dial invigorates the stomach and all
 its
glands so that after awhile they do
n't
need help. An evidence of the hone
sty
of Shaker Digestive Cordial, the for
mu-
la is printed on every bottle. Sol
d by




There may be no encampment this
summer. This statement, while 
not
strictly °Meal, conies from a 
high
source of authority, says the Louisvi
lle
Times. It is said that the money nec
es-
sary to defray the expenses of the en-
campment has been largely spent 
by the
State in the matutenance of tro
ops
guarding toll-gates. Should this be so
,
it is probable that the members of 
the
State Guard will protest vigorously,
 as
it is claimed the State has no right t
o
use th 3 regular appropriation for such a
purpose.
—.sew
How to Look Good
Good looks are really more than
: skin
deep, depending entirely on a healthy
condition of all the vital organs. 
If the
liver be inactive, you have a b
ilious
look; if your stomach be disordered,
you
have a dyspeptic look; if your 
kidneys
be affected, you hive It pinched lo
ok.
Stettire glom health, and yore w
ill surely
have g111/11 101411, "Eleterle Bitters"
 Is
4 good A iti relive and Tnitte. A
rts dt
reetly upon the slimier+, II,Pf and kid
.
11,7s Porinos the blood, mitre pimples.,
blideltele and bells, slid give
s a good
,,eteeleelen, Every beetle guarait
tned





Glass eyes for horses are now made.
The English Derby was establ
ished in
17T4)here are about 16,000,000 
horses in
this country.
The exact original habitat of t
he horse
is unknown.
A horse's respiration is perform
ed en•
tirely through his nostrils.
Fifty pacers and nineteen 
trotters
joined the 2 :10 class last year.
Fire thousand horses have 
been ship-
ped from Seattle to Alaska this 
3 ear.
The four-horse chariot lace 
WRS intro-
(lured into the Olympic game
s as early
as the elpi Olympiad.
The horse usually lives thirty ye
ars or
mote, but is usually serviceable for less
than half that tittle.
The earliest falefellitte fe the hero in
thiliruw 1,1 r j toaulitatia 4y1.uS11111 111
,intgtis 
V.A pony Iii 951 he lees than fe$ tisubra
(13 liende) from the ground to th
e top
of the withers; elies he is a Gall
oway.
With Rollie of the Germanic t
ribes,
from a very early period, horse
 racing
was an accompaniment of their rel
igious
culture.
Horse racing was indulged in 
to a
limited extent in Maryland a
nd Vir-
ginia as early as the middle of t
he sev-
enteenth century.
There are in the adult horse three in
-
cinors or cutting teeth, one canine, a
nd
six molars re. • • el, side, ebove and 
be-
low-forty L' I h b all.
RECEIPTS LIBERAL WANTS TO BREAK WILL
Owing to the Continued
Handling Weather.
Interesting Suit Brought In
Circuit Court
PRICES NOW EASIER. BY MRS. BELLE STOWE.
Some %day Important Ads el, For 
all Paisers Alleges that Her Husband Was Not M
entally
of the Weed. OePhysically 
Abe to Make It.
A F5EPORT FROM BROKER M. P. BOAL
ES.
Hoes INSTILLE, KY , FEB 3, '97.
EDITOR NEW k RA :-
Since my last report the receip
ts of
the new crop has been very libe
ral ow-
ing to continued "handling we
ather."
The larger part of the crop ha
s been
bought by dealers and the Big 4
 Regie




Priew are Low easier in the co
untry
and oe the breaks, which doubtle
ss is
on acebunt of the general diepesition of
planters to put out an neusually 
large
crop this year, which, to my mind, w
ill
be a severe loss to plarit •ret if persiste
d
in, as the stock of the world is auiple
 to
bridge over this year, and the very sh
ort
crop is the sole cause of the good pri
ces
prevueing; the future for good pri
ces
that will pay planter* for growing 
to-
bacco is a mutter altogether in thei
r
hands.
If a large crop is grown you may x
 •
peel lower prices; whereas, if a crop 
of
2 to 3 acres to the hand be planted, we
ll
cultivated and properly handled, mak-
log good to fine useful tobeei•o, the 
de.
maud will be such that planters will
 ree




The action of planters should be gen
-
eral t iroughout the Dark District.
I quote the market:
OLD Leos.
Common   2 00ei 3 
50
Mena in    3 50(.1
4 50
Good   4 5001.4 
50
OLD LEAF.
Common  5 000 7 00
Medium  7 00(a 
10(5)
Good  .10 00.5. 12 0
0
NEW Lcus.
Cornreon ••• .  2 We
 3 50
Medium  3 bet«
. 4 50
Good ... ...   43
41" 650
NEW LEAF,
Common    6 00.
. 8 00
Medium   8 005. 12
 00
Good • 
12 OW 15 10
Receipts for year....  
715
Sales for year 
4151
Shimemer t5 for year . 
 413
Stock on sale (new 438).  
2,1.03
Stock Sold  .......... ... 2
.23e
Stock on hand  4
 744
Demand is Fair.
The demand for old is fair and mark-
et steady at quotations. The new Act
a







Tie negro miners imported from H
op-
kinsville, Madisouville and other S
outh-
ern Kentucky towns by the Cab
el Coal
Company, of Washington Indi
ana, are
returning to their home, it is sa
id, as
feet as they possibly can.
Walking to Mopkinoville.
Henry Earl, one of the negro min
ers
passe el through Evansville on 
his way
to Hepkinsville Sunday, says the E
vans-
ville Courier. His spent three da
ys in
walking the distance. Saturday 
night
be spent at the poor farm and
 in the
morning was helped on his way b
y the
township trustees. He says other m
iners
are eettiug ready to leave as so
on as
they can.
NV nen the white miners struck 
sever-
al months ago the Cabel Com
pany im-
ported the non-union negro lilin
eTS from
Kentucky. The feeling again
st them
in Washington has been very
 strong
and union labor all over the St
ate has
been much agitated over the ma
tter
Several conflicts between the unio
n and
non union men have occurred.
The imported miners had to give
 the
company notes to e•wer the cost of their
trau-portiou from Madisonvill
e.
Kept them In Debt.
Every effort has been made since
 to
keep them in the company's deb
t, ac-
cording to the Courier. Th
ey are
charged the highest possible pr
ies
oil, powder and other suppl
ies and
given work in time so they are
 unable
to get out of debt to the comp
any.
Enjoyabis E▪ vening.
The Queens of the Kitchen we-
re de-




Mrs. Shelton, widow of the late
 Terry
Shelton, of Newstead, has boug
ht of H.
H.Golay the Hanbery farm near
 Church





Prof. Ward's family arrived i
n the
city last night and have rented 
a dwell-
lug on Main street. Prof. Wa
rd will
arrive in the city the first of next 
week
and will open a first-class white
 barber-
shop in the Rohner building RS 
POOR as




The following invitation has b
eer
sent OUt
The ladles of the
Cleto
frilliest the pleurure tat
y uiUr 14/11iptioy
Monday, February the reventl
i,
at eight u'elock,
to join in a search for the
End of the liatehow.





Wm. J. Scruggs, son of '8quire E.
 T.
Seruggs, was born July 16th, leek,
 died
Jaw 14th, Mei. Thus, passed aw
ay in
his early youth, a good and noble
 boy.
His advantages had Leen limited
, but he
was a good student and learne
d well.
lie was au agreeable and obedieet b
oy,
kind to his sehool-inates and 
had the
good will of all. It seems sad, in
deed,
that he should be ut down in 
early
youth, but we believe he is ill a bet
ter
world. His fatlirr, brothers and 
little
sister heves the eympathy of it host
 of
frietels. Mity they all meet
"When. buds of tote fewevet bloom
Awl there'a lie foiled fl,twer Mitt 110
Is Site wish of A VfileNte
44$411•••••••54 We.*
It's the Lame Leg
that eet.s the pie.... A i_I iii is nil
etronip•r than its weakest link. lee
weak spots awl pleiees that Henn b
ig
because they hurt, try
Johnson's Belladonna Plasters.
In Pat's 1)hr/tee, they "suek out"
the wecuess a•el pain. Look 
f
the Itel Cros4. No otherg Isar that
sign. It Mill11, excellence
 4_ pea.
JOHNSON & JOHNSON.
') Itsaafsetering Chemists, New 
York,
4•••••••••••••••
S GNED UNDER UNDUE Ir FLUENCE.
Mrs. Sallie Bell Stowe, of Churc
h
Hill, has filed suit against her th
ree
children and tier brother-in•lavr, G. H
.
Stowe, vontesting the will of her hus
-
band, the late Freddie C. Stowe. The
case is one of considerable interest.
Died Five Years Ago,
The petition states that Freddie C.
Stosve died on Nov. 4, 15493, and that a
paper purporting to be his last will and
testament was probated in the County
' Court Dec. 4th of the same year.
Mrs. Stowe alleges in the petition
that it Was not the last will. She states
that the paper was written without her
husband's knowledge or censent about
five days prior to his death; that it
was brought to him at his bedside
for his signature just a few
hours be fore his death and while he
was in n d3ing condition ; that he did
not at ti at time have mental capacity
to re i. ize what was being done, and
that he was even too we al to vvrite 
his
name or to make- his signature, and that
the latter was anbecrilied only by the ate
mistioice of others, and that lie died not
kilo fug er utelteetending the nature of
the vontente of the whieh he
sigu«1 under undue it.flue
nves
Prays All Proper Relief.
She pray- that the paper be ailjudged
not be the last will of the lute Freddie
C. Stowe, and preye for all proper relief
.
The paper, in substance, is as follows:
1st- After all debts are paid. the prop-
erty of every kind is to be kept together
for the benefit of the wi-low arid chil-
dren, and directs that the children b
e
well educated, and that the proceeds
 of
the farm and any money on hand b
e
applied as to make them as cornfortatl
e
and happy as possible.
2nd-When the children
majority the estate is to
reach their
be divide e
equally among them, and on the death
of the widow her 'hare reverts to tte.
children.
3 -G. H. Stowe is named SS s xocutor
.
Now In Clinton.
Mrs. Stowe and her children, al
l of
whom are under fourteen years 
of age,
are in Clinton, Ky., where the child
ren
are att •nding school. The cas
e will
come up for trial in the next term 
of the
Circuit Court, which will conv
etie on
the last Monday in this month. -
MOVEMENTS OF PEOPLE
Mr. J P. Clark, of Crofton, was
 in the
city. Monday.
Mr. J. F. Geruett, of The equar
e,was
here Tuesday.
Mr. In d'k A. Wallis, of Louisvi
lle,
is in the city.
Senator R. C. Creushaw returned
 to
Fraukfort Tuesday.
Miss Mary Moore is in Owensbor
o vis•
itiug Mrs. milton Gaut.
Mr. Frazier Williams, of Lafaye
tte,
was in the city Satturday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Dulin, of Cr
ofton,
were shopping in town Monday.
Miss Eezabeth Gaither has re tur
ned
from a visit to friends in Nash
ville.
Miss Fannie Baum. of Princeton
, Ind.,
is the guest of Mrs. Max Lowe
nthal,
Mr. J. N. Crabtree, of South lio
pkii s
c minty, Was in the city yeete
rdly morn-
ing.
Messrs. John and Charles 
Atkinson,
of Johnson's Store, were in
 town Mon-
day.
Mr. Henry C. Riehards i
s confined to
his room by a severe attack
 of rheuma-
tism.
Miss Cora Lee. Neafus, o; 
Louisville,
is a guest ef Mrs. Jack E
ggletou, on
Elm street.
Mien Stella Cato, of Dew eo
n, is Visit.
iug Miss Hattie Trainutu
, on North
Virginia street.
Clark Ragsdale aud John 
Winfrec, ot
Hopkinsville, are visiting t
he city.-
Clarksville Timer.
Misses Pattie and Mar
y Flack, of




Mr. and Mrs. Thomas 
H. Wade re-
turned to their home in
 Huntsville,
Ala., Monday, after a v
isit to relatives
h
Miss Kittle Johnson. of N
a hville, and
Miss Green Henry, of 
Hopkinsville, are
visiting Mrs. Dr. Ben Letcher,
 on Sec-
ond street -Henderson 
Journal.
Mr. awl Mrs. Jemes
 Anderson. of
Hopkinsville, Ky , are in th
e city. Mrs.




Miss Hellen Royalty 
has returned
frem a visit of several 
mouths to rela-
tives at Smith's Grove, 
Ky. She was
accompanied home by her
 sister, Mrs
W. T. Weight.
Mr. W. B. Tucker 
and wife have
gone to San Antonio,
 'texas. Mrs.
Tucker has been in very 
delicate health
for some tine. and has 
gone to T. x
with hopes of being be
-notified by that
climate.
Mot Delay Greer, n p
retty linpki,oe
eine, pester lady, is visiting 
MOO
Pr, rill YllriftIl Of frot Wirt Wil
l leave foe
Moiliplds lit tit Plumley to
 4.11 frilttlYes
thilf0.•••- l'AtItIn1411 SIVI•
Miss Corete Juhu uson, iii Ileplillti
et
is Visiting Mrs. Dr. Nestw
t Mok.
Ade Jagoe, who had been 
visiting rehe
lives at Hopkinsville, ret
urned Saturday
 Garner C. Dalton and
 George W
Phelps, of Hopkinsville, 
spent Sunday





What n Funny Name! 
iii





e Is No Pay I
FOR SALE BY R. U.
 HARDWICK
The election of Bishop Du
dley to sue
PPP(' Dr. Langford, decea
sed, as Secre-
tell of the Boatel ssf Do
mestie and For-
eigti Miseitilis, is a te
tilitiltely
Mei Ott 01111siteitmel loy 
ltioloop Ilutiley
wIns Is ti Itletttlief 
of Om Ihiatif, The
letiliVal110111 tif the tilitiftili Will
meet to lief-ober at Woltiiistml.
W. I.. e ,e
IS. E. 'rim 4.,Jit
Waller F. Garnett & Co.,
Financial & Insurance Agts.
Representing the leading 
Insurance Com-
panies of the World.
Wei IOW) Fire. Lig
htning. Wind storm
nib, Life in 
The nest to I.- loot IP
Lit'' market.




'bolds stet Hunk Stock l
iongbt find !oda.
Real Estate loans sol
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-Your Money Back If
You Want IL"
625 Per Cent Ott our Suits, Over-
Coats; Odd Pant and Children's Goods.
Don't Waste Time Looking Around When an
Opportunity Likel This is Offered!
 —4
$5.00 SUITS FOR p3.75.
$10.00 SUITS FOR $7.50.
$15.00 SUITS FOR $11.25.
THIS IS 141 GREAT CHANCE!
401c, 'zinc dip SENkicse•
- • " 
I .111110
2 g 0: • fr. 5_-•_ 
• • • 
, • ••• , • 7 saw: , O. • O. g O 
as si lt •• • IS ;4
•
'A • •s15i • • • • • • •
 • . • • _ • rt. g_ • rt 
,
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 rlolie Than Ever. 
As we have just a few todies' Cape
s and Jackets on hand we are
now offering them at such 'low p
rices that it will pay you well to see
them before buying.
Wonderful pargains in Dry Goods
On whiLli we will save you more m
oney than any other store in
the city.
Men's 4nd Boys' Clothing-II
Men's Sack Suits, new deigns in 
checks and
all Wool, l•
Men's Overcoats, fine blue' kersey,
Ilien's Trousers, pure wooI, neat patterns,Boys' all-wool Suits, from
Children's all-Wool Suits, 'from
Ladies' fine Dongola .Shoe
Misses' fine Dongola Shoe
Children's Dongola Shoes







▪ 3.50 to 7.50
▪ Imo to 4.50
▪ 1.25 to 5.00
75c 2.50
▪ $1.00 tO 3.00
85c to 2.00
▪ 50C tO 1.50
• •• 1.00
J. METZ,







sat itiptare s:ro.. • 5,4
If.'s •I ••I'lal .• L
a$5i"•.0.5,10V9 5; 
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• .6 el. 08 w
et O. VC. ir 11 • $1°,
„Se
$1.111.1111.°10
IRV 423 Zia's7Itte, "You Ur
 c 3021E13,121.•
Inc C3ruur .r.ditaws5g417, 1S-Ittc
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SASH, DOORS, 11LINDS, MANTEL
S FLOOR-
ING, GRAAs, CEILINGS, LATHS,
PAINT., OILS, ETC., ETC.
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Men'and Women of Heroic
Mold Are.Needed.'
TIMES DEMANDS THEM.
Asitive.Feniest. thertileg Christians Ars Wasted
New gni Alesit
MOAAL DRAWN FROM: IIITH11111 1.1111.
Wesiineoros, Jan. 30. -Dr. Talmage
here shows the style of Christian char-
acter required for the times in which
we live and pleads for more heroics.
The text is Esther iv, 14, "Who know-
eth whether thou art come to the king-
dom for such a time as this?"
Esther the beautiful was the wife
of Ahasuerus the abominable. The time
bad come for her to present a petition
to her infamous husband in behalf of
the Jewish nation, to which she had
once helonged. She was afraid to un-
dertake the work led she should lose
ber own life, but her cousin, Mordecai,
who had brought her up, encouraged
her with the suggestion that probably
she had been raised up of God for that
peculiar mission. " Who knoweth wheth-
er thou art come to the kingdom for
sue b a time as this?"
Esther had her God appointed work.
Yeti and I have ours. It is my business
to tell you what style of men and wom-
en you ought to be in order that you
meet the demand of the age in which
God ham cast your lot. So this discourse
will not deal with the technicalities,
but only with the vracticabilities.
re nen two armies have ftlaDed IWO tat-
tle. the offloers of either army do not
want a philosophical diacumion about
the chemical properties of human blood
or the nature ef gunpowder ; they want
some one to man the batteries and take
out the guts. And now, when all the
forces of light and darkness, of heaven
and hell, have plunged into the fight, it
is no time to give ourselves to the defi-
nitions and formulas and technicalitim
and cooventionalities of religion. What
we want is practical, earneet, concen-
trated, en clingiest° and tri um phant
help.
Aggressive Christianity.
In the first place, in order to meet the
epecial demand of this age you need to
be an unmistakable, aggressive Chris-
tian. Of half and half Christians we do
not want any more. The church of
Jesus Christ will be better without
them. They are the chief obstacle to the
church's advancement. I am speaking
of another kind of Christian. All the
appliances for your becoming an earnest
Christian are at your band, and there is
a straight path for you into the broad
daylight of God's forgiveness. You may
this moment be the bondmen of the
world. and the next moment you may
be princes of the Lord God Almighty.
'You remember what excitement there
was in this country years ago when the
Prince of Wales came here-how the
people rushed out by hundreds of thou-
sands to see him. Why? Because they
expected that some day he would sit
upon the throne of England. But what
was all that honor compared with the
honor to which God calls you to be sons
and daughters of the Lord Almighty,
yea, to be queens and kings ant° God?
"They shall reign with him forever and
forever."
But you need to be aggressive Chris-
thins, and not like those persons who
spend their lives in hugging their Chris-
tian graces and wondering why they do
not make progress. How much robust-
ness of health would • man have if he
hid himself in a dark oloset? A great
deal of the piety of today is too exclu-
sive. II hides itself. It needs more fresh
air, more outdoor exercise. There are
many Christians who are giving their
entire life to self examination. They
are feeling their pulses to see what is
the oeuditioo of their spiritual health.
How long would a man have robust
physical health if he kept all the day
feeling his pulse instead of going out
into active, earnest everyday work?
Won't *teed Analysia.
Irak once amid the wonderful, be-
witching cactus growths of North Car-
olina. I never was more bewildered
with the beauty of flowers, and yet
when I would take up one of these ewe
tuses and pull the leaves apart the beau-
ty wee all gone. You mold hardly tall
that it had ever been a flower. And
there are • great many Christian people
in this day just pulling apart their Chris-
tian experiences to see what there is in
them, and there is nothing left in them.
This style of self esamination is a
damage instead of an advantage to tbeiz
Christian character. I remember when
I was a boy I used to have a small pieoe
in the garden that I called my own, and
I planted corn there, and every few
days I would mill it up to see how fast
it was growing. Now, there are • great
many Christian people in this day
whose self examination merely amounts
to the pulling up of that which they
only yesterday or the day before plant-
ed. Oh, my friends, if you want to have
a 'stalwart Christian character, plant it
right out of doors in the great field of
Christian usefulness, and though ',terms
may come upon it, and, though the hot
sun of trial may try to nOilatime it, it
will thrive until it becomes a great tree
in which the fowls of heaven may have
their habitation. I have no patience
with these flowerpot Christians. They
keep themselves under shelter, and all
their Christian experience in a small,
exclusive circle, when they ougnt to
plant it in the great garden of the Lord,
so that the whole atmosphere could be
aromatic with their Christian useful-
ness. What we want in the church of
God is more strength of piety. The cen-
tury plant is wonderfully suggestive and
wonderfully beautiful, but I never look
at it without thinking of its parsimony.
It lets whole generations' go by hefore it
puts forth one blossom, so I have really
more admiration wben I see the dewy
tears in the blue eyes of the violets, for
they come every spring. My Christian
friends, time is going by so rapidly that
we cannot afford to be idle.
A recent statistician gays that bu-
n= life DOW has an average of only 82
years. From these 82 years you.must
subtract all the time yon take for sleep
and the taking of foed and recreation.
That will leave you about 18 years.
From these 16 you mast subtract all tbe
time that you are necessarily engaged in
the earning of a livelihood. That will
leave you about eight years. From these
eight yeare you must take all the days
and weeks and months-all the length
of time that is passed in sicknese-leav-
fina von about mee year In which toworst tor (JOG. 'Oh, My soul,' wike ap!
How dares* thou sleep in harvest time,
and with so few bones in which to reap?
So that I state it as a simple fact that
all the time that the vast majority of
you will have for the exclusive service
of God will be less than one year.
Shirking Responelbility.
"But," says some man, "I liberally
support the goepel, and the church is
open, and the gospel is preached, all the
apirftetal advantages are spread before
men, and if they want ho be saved let
them oome and be saved, I have dis-
charged all my responsibility." Ah, is
that my Master's spizit? Is there not an
old book somewhere that commands us
to go out into the highways and the
hedges and oompel the people to come
in? What,would become of you and me
if Christ hied not come down off the
bills of heaven, and if be had not come
through the door of the Bethlehem car-
avansary, and if he had not with the
crualied hand of the crucifixion knocked
at the iron gate of the sepulcher of our
spiritual death, crying, "Lazarus, come
forth?" Oh, my Christian friend, this
is no time for inertia when all the forces
of derbies' seem to be in full blast-
when steam printing presses are pub-
lishing infidel tracts, when express
trains are carrying messengers of sin.
when fast ilippers are laden with opium
and strong drink, when tbe night air of
our cities is polluted with the laughter
that breaks up from the 10,000 saloons
of dissipation and abandonment, when
She fires of the second 'tenth already AM
kindled in the shooks of eons who only
8 little while ago were incurrupt. Oh,
never linos tbe come fell upon the earth
has there been :. tarn whin it wee heel
us* clr.b.k ausej. n4. It Ln awful
thing tUr tue cburchtoheleep. The grelit
audiences are uot gathered in Christian
churches; the great audihnces are gath-
ered in temples of sin-tears of unutter-
able woe their baptisne the blood of
crushed hearts the awful! wine of their
sitxrament, blasphenniesi their litany,
and the groans of the lost world the
organ dirge of their worehip.
Avoid Reckless reepeeteste.
Again, if you want tehbe qualified to
meetthe duties which thie age demands
of you you must on the clue hand avoid
reckless iconoclasiii and on the other
hand not stick tee mull to things be-
'cause they are old. The eir is full of
new plane, new perigee", new theories
of government,- new thiolegiee Riot I
11111 111111101`41 I41 are how So litany Chile.
Want otily novelty order to
M4'01111101111 (hill/ til firpir rongligneo,
they %titillate laid OWillii to awl
fro, and they are undies( aud they are
unhappy. New platos--tioular, ethical,
philosophical, religioul, ciaatlautio,
transatlautio-long enough to make a
hue reaching from the Gerrnun uuiver-
sities to Great Salt Lake ioity. Ale my
brother, do not take hblel of a thiug
merely because it is new! Try it by the
realities of the judgmenti day. But, on
the other band, do not aidhere to any-
thing merely because it is old. There is
not k single enterprise of the church or
the ,world but has some time been
/scoffed at. There was a time when men
derided even Bible societies, and when
a few young men met in Massachusetts
and organized the first misaionary eocie-
ty ever organized in this. country there
went laughter and ridicule all arcund
the Christian church. They said the
undertaking was preposterous, and so
aleo the work of Jesus Christ was as-
sailed. People cried out: "Who ever
heard of smch theories of ethics and
government? Who ever noticed such a
style of preaching as Jests has?" Ezek-
iel had talked of mysterious wings and
wheels. Here came a man from Caper-
nal= and Gennesaret, and he drew his
illusteations from the lakes, from the
sand, from the mountain, from the
lilies, from the cornstalk& How the
Pharisees scoffed! How aerc441 derided!
And this Jesus they plucked by the
beard, and they epat in: his face, and
they called him "this fellow." All the
great enterprises in and out of the
church have at times been scoffed at,
and there have been a great multitude
who have thought that the chariot of
God's truth would fall to pieees if it
once got out of the olch rut And so
there are those who have no patience
with anything like improvement in
church architecture or with anything
like good, hearty, earnest church ring-
ing, and they deride any form of reli-
gious discuesion which goes down walk-
ing among everyday men rather than
that which makes an excursion on rhe-
torical stilts.
Oh, that the church Of God would
wake up to an adaptability of work.
We must admit the simple fact that the
churches of Jesus Christ ln this day do
not reach the great mass,* There are
50,000 people in Edinburgh who never
hear the gospel. There are 1,000,000
people in London who never hear the
gospel. Tbe great majorkty of the in-
habitants of this capital ,come not un-
der the immediate ministrations of
Christ's truth, and the cilurch of God
in this day, inetead of being a place full
of living epistles, knowo and read of
all men, is more like a deal letter post-
office.
Work Is Needs*
"But," say the people, !:the world is
going to be converted. You must be pa-
tient. The kingdoms of this world are
to become the kingdomi a Christ."
Never, unless the chtnich of Jesus
Christ puts on more speed and energy.
Instead of the church converting tbe
world the world is (obverting the
church. Here is a great fierteem. How
shall it be takeu? An array comes and
sits around about it, cute off the sup-
plies and says. "Now we will just wait
until from exhaustion and starvation
they will have to give up."' Weeks and
months, perhaps a year, pease along, and
finally the fortress surrenders through
that starvation and exhaustion. But,
my friend', the fortresais of sin are
never to be taken in that Way. If they
are taken for God, it will :be by storm.
You will have to bring tbe gre
siege guns of the gospel . to the •
wall end wheel the flying ertillere
line, and when the armed infaiery of
heaven shall confront the battlements
you wilt 'neve to give thieeitnek com-
mand: "Forward! Charge!"
Ah, my friends, there is work for you
to do and for me to do in Order to this
grand accomplishment. I buve a pulpit.
I preach in it. Your pulpit is the bank.
Your pulpit is the store. your pulpit is
the editorial chair. Your pulpit is the
anviL Your pulpit is the hbuse scaffold-
ing. Your pulpit is the mechanics'
shop. I may stand in ay place and
through cowardice or through self
seeking may keep back the word I
ought to utter, while you,: with sleeve
rolled up and brow beewesrted with
toil, may rater tbe word that will jar
the foundatiems of heaven with the
about of a great victory. .0h, that we
might all feel that the Lord Almighty
is putting upon us the hands of ordina-
tion! I tell you, every cue, go forth
and preach this gospel. You have as
much right to preach se I have or any
man living.
Hadley Vicars was a wicked man in
the English army. The grace of God
came to him. He became an earnest
and eminent Chrietian. They scoffed at
him and said, "You are a hypocrite;
you are as bad as ever you were." Still
he kept, his faith in Cheat, and after
awhile, finding that they ceuld uct turn
him aside by calling hima hypocrite,
they said to him, "Oh, you are nothing
but a Methodist!" This did not disturb
him. He went no performing his Chris-
tian duty until he bad formed all his
troope into a Bible class, and the whole
encampment was shaken with the pres-
ence of God. So Havelock went into the
heathen temple in India while the Eng-
bah army was there and pet a candle
into tbe hand of each ofahe heathen
gods that steed around in i.he heathen
temple, mid by the light of chola cau-
dies held up by the idols General Have-
lock preached righteonimesa temperance
and judgment to come. And who will
say on earth or in heaven that Havelock
had uot the right to preach?
The Power of lternostness.
In the minister's house where I pre-
pared for college there worked a man by
the name of Peter Croy. He could
neither read nor write, bet he was a
mau of God. Often theologians would
stop in the house-grave tneologians-
and at family prayer Peter Croy would
be called upon to lead, and all those
wise men eat around, wonder struck at
his religious efficiency. Whep he prayed,
be reached up and seemed ta take hold
of the very throne of tbe Aljnighty, and
he talked with God until this ver7 heav-
ens were bowed down into ;the gluing
room. Oh, if I were dying I would
rather have plain Peter Cdoy kneel by
my bedeide and commend niy immortal
spirit to God than the greatest arch-
bishop arrayed in coetly canonical& Go
greach this goepel. You saryou are not
licensed. In the name of the Lord Al-
mighty, I license you. Go preach this
gospel, preach it in the Sabbath schools,
tbe erayer meetings, in the high-
ways, in the hedges. Woe be unto you
if you preach it not I
I remark again that in order to be
qualified to meet your duty in this par-
ticular age you want unbonnded faith
iu the triruneh of the tenth and the
overthrow of wickedness. Hew dare the
Christian church ever get discourisged?
Have we not the Lord Aimighty on
our side? How long did it thke God to
slay the licets of terennacberib or burn
Sodom or shahs down Jericho? How
long will it take God, when he once
arises in him stiength, to overthrow all
the forces of 'iniquity? Between this
time and that there may be fling seasons
of darknese and the chariot wheels of
God's gospel may seem te drisg heavily,
but here is the promise andi yonder is
the throne, and when orindicience has
lost its eyesight and ennuipehence falls
back impotent and Jehovah is driven
from his throne, then the 'church of
Jesus Christ can afford to be cleepoudent,
but never until then.
Despots may plau and armies may
march and the congresses of the nations
may seem to think they are adjusting
all the affairs of the world, but the
mighty men id the earth are only the
dust of the chariot wheela of God's
providence. Mel I think befere the sun
of Um uszt twutury shall set the last tyr-
anny will fall, sod with a splendor of
demonstration that shall be the arton•
ishmeut of the Uhl/feria (idd will set
forth UNII brightness and ponin and glory
and perpetuity cf his sterold govern-
ment. Out of the starry **,011 ash the
-.ublsvaxii in, i ti, f le esti heel
wiel makes ti • . ; tee e is
and n turnmg frcui Euteersal couquest
he will sit, tLe grandest, the
strougeste heeLest throne of enrin his
fuotstool
To Lc eut.tage Ctrist Workers.
eresere this sateen lei:luso I want
to tioutattee Chrireieu Au:kers iu
et iy dee -nue; t'otts of tee
lie Mg God, mare. e, Mulch Cil! His
herit 1.1cF,e 1„.1, His smela well
tititt.0 ult. L..a. sword of ft: Ike ler
you. Mad) on, march en! The desput-
isms will fail. aud stieceiee. will burn
its We're, tine, Meleeenite'imisan will
give up ite In' I it, ilee :be great
%NOBS CI' at 1,t ti tee down in
thrinitr owl else It tit 110, It tig loud
t ilW 1;,‘P•Il I eel t, Larch on,
numb In! alie I i -I. jolUPP. $Vill emu
tidy it w 'tot, l•t$ nil the
Noy ta,ly IVW sturdy
I I est (lily w noire
II Li the Winds yLor
brow, awl trete the living fousitisine
heaveo will Lathe uff the sweat and tbe
heel and tie' dust of the °outfit t. March
en, march on! For you the time for
work Will WW1 be palsied, and amid teu
outileeLuigs of the judgment threue and
the trumpeting of reeurreotion angels
aud tbi npheaving of a world of graves
and the hoeanna and the groaning of the
saved and the lost we shall be rewarded
for our faithfulness or punished for our
stupidity. Blessed be the Lord God ef
lerael from everlasting to everlasting,
and let the whide earth be filled with





To hold in her
arms the dear
little fe - a





love, is the sweet-
est, most sacred re-
sponsibility of a wo-
man's existance.
But many a woman
approaching the time
of motherhood feels
most deeply its duties and
trials. She is burdened
with a sense of anxiety and
unreasonable foreboding.
This state of mind is un-
favorable both to the
mother and the child.
A prospective mother may insure herself
against the slightest fear of danger or exces-
sive pain by the use of Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescriptioneduring the period of expect.
ancy. This " Prescription " makes the
coming of baby absolutely safe and coMpar-
ativellriy painless.
It yes elastic endurance to the organism
spec ally concerned in motherhood, and
healthy vitality to the nerve-centres. It
makes the mother strong and cheerful. It
gives her recuperative power. It promotes
abundant nourishment and provides con.
stitutional health and energy for the child.
It is the only positive specific for all dis-
eases of the feminine orgenism. devised by
an educated and skilleCI specialist in this
particular field of practice. Its sale ex-
ceeds the combined sale of all ether med-
icines for women.
"1 sm very thankful for what Dr. Pierce's Fa-
vorite Prescription has done fur me." writes Mrs.
Etta E. Smith, of Grenola, Elk Co.. Kansas.
" About • month before I was confined I had
such pains I could stand up ouly a little while at
a time. I could not rest at night at all. nor at
any other time. I could scarce), eat anything at
•II. I began taking Dr. Pierce's Favorite Pre-
scription and after the second dose I felt better.
Prom then until I was sick. I carried nearly all
the water that was used, up a long •nd
worked in the garden every day. besides my
ether work. mid did not feel at all fed. When the
baby was born the doctor and the women who
were with me said I had an easier time than any
one they ever saw for the first time. The baby
ls very healthy sad growing right along. .1
base bees top ever Macs she was Ise days old.°
()
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1Is the beat tor Fewal• Testiest Correetr -,',1 .
irreimiarates in Female organs shoule . e .
.4 e• Chugs al Lilt and before Clolli.h.r..
. . •1 . 7:ae" Resells* have store! tee
-- es: ,e , ety years.





One of the comparatively few things
that the hand of improvement has not
touched is the cow bell, which is made
now just am it wile 60, 100 and more
years ago and has now just the same
peculiar, clanking sound as ever. Cow
bells are made some of copper and some
of a oomposition metal, but most of
them are made of iron and finished
with a mating of bronze. The cowbell
is not cast. It is cut front a sheet of
metal which is folded into shape and
riveted. The metal locp at the top,
through which the strap is passed, is
riveted into the bell. Cow bells are
made of ten trizea, whose sounds range
through an octave. Sometimes musical
entertainers who play upon bells of one
sort aud another come to the manufac-
turer and by selection anioug tells of
the various Sivoil End eight bells that
are accurate iu scele.
There are cnly four factories in the
United States in which cow bells are
made, and in each case the cow bell is
only an item of productieu among many
other things. Cow bells are wild all over
the country, just the seine as ever, but
much the greater number are sold in
the south, the eoutteve:t and the west,
where farms are larger, has likely to be
under fence. and tattle ere more likely
to stray. There aro mild in those parts
of the country 71 Ltudred dozen cow
bolls to every ten dczeu teed in the east.
American a w hells ere exported to the
various coeutetem Amerna and
to Auetralia.-New York Sun.
Rathili; •n Cli pli;stat.
P. Fitz lh y Lizen !Is et "a baby
elephant" that was leaf:tune! Ly friends
of hie in Ceylen 1:11 article that he
eoutributes to et. Nichelaa Mr. Dixou
says:
Her daily bath afforded her great en•
loyment. A broad, shallow stream,
with a sandy betieru. flowed through
the estate, and in a large pool Hewett
used to scrub her clout' every day. Of
mune he went len. the water also. and
she weuld lic (1,,cvn und roll, scinetintee
with till four legs in the air, but always
keeping the tip of her treuk unt of the
water so that she might have air to
breathe. When she had done enough of
this sort of nonsense according to Hen-
gan's idea, he used te make ber come
out and lie dowu on a sand tar, and then
he would scrub her down-a proceed of
which she seemed highly to approve-
after which she would be once more
washed down, and then she would trot
off beside her keeper, both clean and
glistening, and remain a abort while in
her stable, while be went off for his
dinner. He used to bring her back a
handful of boiled rice, usually rolled up
in a banana leaf, which the received
with great satisfaction.
Expensive Modesty.
" What's tbe matter, old man? You
look sad."
"I am. I just tusked Farnsworth to
lend me $5."
"And I suppose he said he didn't
have that much in the world."
"No. He had to get a $10 bill chang-
ed in order to let me have what I had
asked for."-Cleveland Leader.
A Good Small Farm for Sale.
We will sell on reasonable terms to
suit pnrchaser aud at a very reasonable
price, a farm belonging Mrs. Eliza J.
Oaten; (formerly Fleming) containing
156 acres, fairly well-improved, dwell-
ing honee on it containing three rooms
andkitchen and other out houses; 100
acres cleared and in cultivation and 543
acres well timbered. This land lies 10
miles South of Hopkinsville, Ky., one
mile from Howell, Ky., a railroad sta-
tion on the Clarksville and Princeton
division of the Louisville & Nashville
Railroad, in an excellent neighborhood
school house on edge of place and con-
venient to churches and mills. d&wtf
HUNTZU WOOD & Sox.
July 16, 1897 Attorneys.
CHAS. 0. HOWSE.
Attorney-at-Law.
OFFICE with J. I. Lan des
Hopkinsville, Ky.
THE GRIGGS DINNER.
In speaking of the dinner given to Gov.
Griggs, the newly appointed Attorney
General of the United States, the St.
Louis Pest Dispatch had the following
excellent editorial:
"The report in the Sunday Post•Dis-
patch of the magnificient dinner to be
given Gov. Griggs in celebration of his
appointment to the Attorney General-
ship is not relished by the plain folk of
the country.
"If Uov. (Triggs were a private Mi-
tten no one emild objeet, ceeept on the
motel of foolish oitetittition, hlr
Mewls ptivioa lion a Smoot at Coo a
plats, or a silver perviea worth $110410, or
a luviog cup worth $11,too
"Hot he not a privide oilisen. He
is a put lie official, appointed to a high
office, the duty of which is to enforce
the law against rich aud poor alike and
to guard the legal rights of rich and
poor alike.
"None can participate in these costly
compliments but the very wealthy.
Why should Gov. Griggs be tendered
and why should he accept such gifts
and houors at the hands of the very
wealthy, whose interests give them a
direct and strong coucern in the admin-
istration of the law? Whose Attorney
General is Gov. Griggs to be.
It may be that friendship al ,ng
prompts the costly dinner and gifts. It
m ey be that neither gratitude for paat
favors nor expectant gratitude en era
into the motives of Gov. Griggs,
wealthy fliends. But favors of all
kinds in politics are suspicions, and a
public cflicial, particularly an official
so closely connected in interest and ca-
reer with corporations as Gov. Griggs
is, should hold himself above suspicion.
The Griggs banquet is distasteful to
the people. It smacks of plutocracy's
triumphial feast iu celebration of a
fresh victory and iu honor of a success-
ful champion."
THE SMILE OF A CHILD.
The smile of • child to • weary heart,
Lib.. dew on Cat thirsty dti th.
Is a springing well whence teurdrops start
In flow of joy from living worth.
Toe smile of a child 1,4 a gift from heaven,
Brightening the way of toil;
1.1::e golden clon•Is flinting at even,
Bathing with bea God's flower gem-
med soil;
Like Incense as its fragrance waves
And flunts on air the while
14:eath richly sculptured architraves
Or thickly i.eoplod aisles
Give me knowledge, give mo
But in grief and sorrow wild
Give me I lie wealthiest known of wealth-
The artless sruile of a child.
-Clark W Bryan in Housekeeping.
BLOWN OUT TO' SEA.
Helpless Birds Viet Are Driven to Death
by Fiero. Gales.
Birds driven before the wind are toss-
ed about relentlessly, aud they rarely
recover their balance after once being
caught by the stele. Shire birds are
either dashed upon tho waves and made
to swim for their lives or they are hurl-
ed violently against trees or other ob-
jects aud killed. Shore birds, when fac-
ing a gale, will take every advantage of
trees, houses aud aa defenses
against the wiud. They will close their
wiugs and sink so close to the ground
as to get the protecting shelter of a
hedge fence, and then swoop up again
with renewed headway. They frequent-
ly advance before the gale by a series
of side evolutions, flying at right angles
to the wind until they have attained con
siderable velocity, aud then wheeling
about etraight against the wind and
making some headway before it over-
comes them. This operation is repeated
continually until the deaired place is
leachhi.
During our fall and early winter
gales partridges and quail are quite fre-
quently blown out to sea by a strong
hurricane, where some of them have
been picked up by fishermen. In nearly
all such instances they are caught by
the gale when high iu the air, and be-
fore they can recover themselves they
are hurried out beyond the shore and
dropped into the water. With their
plumage soaked with the spray they in-
stantly become helpless and cannot
resch the nhore in the face of the wind.
On our inland lakes and rivers this is a
wore COD1111011 sight than along the
ocean shore.
Wheu once blown out to sea, the
shore birds have little chance of escape
Unable to battle against the heavy
wind, they yield themselves to their
fate and drift about until the storm
subsides. By that time they are likely
to be so far from shore that they cannot
reach it again, aud they either fly or
swim until they starve to death or die
of exhaustion. Their dead bodies, along
with those of the hapless gulls, terns
and herons, are finally drifted upon
some shore, where the waves leave them
high and dry. After every heavy storm
hundreds of such luckless victims can
be found on the beaches of our Atlantic
ooast.-Our Animal Friends.
Mali Art on the High Seas.
"It was a rather expensive (x.VALI trip
that Splasher took."
" What Lappcued?"
"A frightful storm came up and the
captaiu threw Splutter's oil paintings
overboard to calm the waves. "-Chica-
go Record.
A cork leg without a knee joint does
not cost as much as one including tbe
knee, and if au artificial hip socket is
to be made the cost is correspondingly
it creased.
In three years the progeny of a pair
el rats, under favorable conditions, will
slumber 1,000.
Nearly 200 patents have been Ismer"
few horseshoes, but not one of the inven•
lieu ha* ever come into generel use.
Sir Edward J. Poynter's Beautiful set.
If there is one element predominant
in all bin work, it is the intellectual.
Clear. eerene, well ordered, the art of
Sir Edwerd Poyuter stands out with
some distinction aiming the less consid-
ered and less complete workmanship
with bleb it is so often surrounded.
Although lie himself has been among
the reformers of his day, the latsr move-
ments iu the din (lion of personal im-
preseiouient have me affected either his
teethed or lilted. The new school to
which Le belonged in his youth, which
may be trcadly described aa the "neo-
classical," has almost become an "old"
bchoul now, but he has seen uo reason
to swerve from the aims and principles
which inspired and guided his earliest
efforts, and be finds it impossible to be-
lieve that auy new fashion or indeed any
new diseevery can alter certain funda-
mental truths, which inform all the
greatest art works of the past, including
those of Phidias and Michael Angelo.
-Cesnio Mon khouse in Scribner's.
Two Wildcats.
A Wells-Fargo meesenger the Santa
Fe train bad an unusual experience.
Among the articles in his care was a
cage containing two wildcats, consigned
front Fall Brook, in this state, to Mar-
tin's Ferry, O. The messenger from
whom he received them said they had
been behaving very well, but no sooner
was he started on his ruu than they got
into a terrible fight. The frail bars of
the cage brut so under their battering
that he drew a couple of revolvers and
watched them, ready to fight for his life
in case they got loose. When the growls,
snarls and spitting finally had ceased,
the messenger Omit a lantern and looked
into the cage. Where there bad been
two big wildcats, weighing respectively
50 and 40 pounds in spite of their
gauntness, there was now one sleek 90
pound wildcat and a few hairs and
bones of the utber. The eurviving beast
was sent rejoicing on its way, billed u
"two wildcats. "-San Fraucitem Argo-
naut.
A Great may.
"I can't afford," said the man of
moderate menus, "to go to many places
of amusement, but I am admitted free
to the play with the longest run ou rec-
ord, 'The Struggle of Life.' "-New
Yurk Sun.
About the year 11. C. 220 edible ger.
pews were mold at a penny each in the
Egyptistu markets. They were shipped
to Inane. Italian vipers were cheaper,
ousting about a half penny each.
--
Tbe New York stock broker" are ssid
to wear out the floor of their stook ex-
change tor Illy five years.
'CM=
STORIA 
ktietable Preparation for As-
slmilatItte &food nntillegula-














A perfect Remedy for Constipa-
tion, Slur Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms ,Convu io ns ,Feverish-
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Clastorla Is put up in on•-she bottles only. It
act sold in bulk. Don't allow anyone to tell
on anything else on the plea or prom-se that it
"just as good" and "will answer every pur-







It Is Fatty to Tt II.
---
People who fail to look after their
health are like the carpenter who
sharpen his tools. People are
not apt to get anxious about their
health soon enough.. If you are "not
quite well" or "half sick" have you ever
thonght that your kidneys may be the
cause of your sickness?
It is easy to tell by setting aside your
urine for twenty-four hours; a sediment
ur settling indicates au unhealthy con-
dition of the kidneys. When urine
etains linen it is evidence of kidney
trouble. Too frequent desire to urinate,
scanty suppuly. pain or dull ache in the
back is also convincing proof that the
kidneys and bladder are out of order.
There is satisfaction in knowing that
the great remedy Dr. Kilmer'e Swamp-
Root, fulfills every wish in relieving
weak or diseased kidneys and all forms
of bladder and urinary troubles. Nut
only does Swamp-Root give new life and
activity to the kidneys-the cause of
trouble, bat by treating the kidneys it
acts as tonic for the entire constitution.
If you need a medicine take Swamp-
Root-it cures. Sold by druggists, price
tifty centa and one dollar, or by sending
your address and the name of this paper
to Dr. Kilmer & Co , Binghamton, N.
Y., you may have a sample bottle of this
great discovery sent to you free by mail.
 •
Grand Lodge, F. and A. M., elects
officers and adjourns.
WI ooping cough is the most distress-
ing malady ; but Its duration can be cut
short by the use of One Minute Cough
Cure, which is also the best known m•
edy for croup and all lung and bronch-
ial troubles. R. 0. Hardwick.












Mobile & Ohio Railway compromise
is consummated.
•
After years of untold suffering from
piles, R. W. Pursell of Kuitnersville,
Pa., was cured by using a single box of
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve. Skin dis-
ease such as eczema, rash, pimples and
obstinate sores are readily cured by this
famous remedy. R. C. Herdwick.
--he-
Spain will send a fleet of warships to
Cuba.
Don't annoy others by yeur coughing,
and risk your life by neglecting a cold.
One Minute Cough Cure cures couelis,
colds, crcup, grippe and all throat and
lung troubles. R. C. Hardwick.
All is quiet with the New England
strikers.
.••••
Rheumatism Onred.ln • Day.
"Mystic Oure" for Rheumatiem and
Neuralgia radically cures in 1 to 8 days.
Its action upon the spiders is remarkable
and mysterous. It removes at once the
cause and the disease immediately die-
appears. The first dosegreatlo benefits ;
75 lents. Sold by R. C. Hardwick Drug-
gist HopkinavUle
Hon. Hector D. Lane remains very
A thrill of terror is OTperienced when
a braaey cough of croup sounds through
the house at night. Bet the terror soon
changes to relief biter One Minute
Cough Cure has been administered. Safe
and harmless for Chtldren. R. C. Hard-
wick.
The price of iron has advanced in the
last few days
If you are unable to met at night one
dose of Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey will
give you natural and refreshing sleep.
It Mope a cough and cures a cold quick-
er than any known remedy. It heals
thrott, chest and lungs, cures la grippe
permanently ; does not stupefy-is
harmless. Children love it and old peo-
ple like it. Take no substitute. There
is nothing "just as good."
Rums makes a proposition similar to




Cascarets Candy Cathartic, the moet
wonderful medical diecovery of the age,
pleasant and refreehing to the taste, act
gently and positively on kidneys, liver
and bowels, cleansing the entire system,
dispel colds, cure headache, fever, hab-
itual constipation and biliousness.
Please buy and try a box of 0. C. C. to-
day; 10, 25, 50 cents Sold and guaran-
teed to cure by all druggists.
+ON.-
Mutinous sailors have a terrific fight







J. C. Davis, railro- ad man, danger-
ously shot by accident at Baker, Tenn.
When bilious or costive, eat a Oases-
ret candy cathartic, cure guaranteed.
500 25c
-
Don't Tobacco Spit ▪ eon Smoke You:
Life Away.
If you want to quit tobacco using eas-
ily and forever, be made well, strong,
magnetic, full of new life and vigor,
take No-To-bac, the wonder-worker,
that makes weak men strong. Many
gain ten pounds in ten days. Over 400,-
000 cured. Buy No-To-Bac of your
druggist, under guarantee to cure, 50e
or $1.00. Booklet and sample mailed
free. Ad. Sterling Remedy Chica-
go or New York.
41-
Ohio's senatorial bribery investigating
committee at work in Columbus.
Children and adults tortured by burns,
scalds, injuries. eczema or skin diseases
may secure instant relief by using De
Witt's Witch Hazel Halve. It is the great
Pile remedy, R. 0. Hardwick.
Wondesful surgical experiments with
hypnotism by Prof. Bernard
One dose of Dr, Bell's Pine Tar Honey
given to a child on retiring stops a
cough relieves °rout) Of ells void
and insures quiet rear and refreshing
sleep. It is harmless. Babiee love it.




One ems', oottle of Hall's Gn a s-
°every cures all kidney and bladder
troubles, renmves gravel, cures sliabetes,
eeminal emission, weak and lame back,
rhenmatiam and oll irregularities of the
kidneysaud bladder in Ix th men and
women. Regulates bladder trouble in
children. If not sold by your_druggist,
will be eent by mail on receipt of $1.
One small bottle two 11.14:nth's treat-
ment, and will cure any case above
mentioned. E. W. Hem.,
Sole manufacturer, P. 0. Box 218,
Waco, Texas. Sold op T. D. Arm-
istead, Hopkinevilse, Ky.
READ THIS.
Clanton, Ala., March 3, 1897.- -I cer-
tify that I have been cured of kidney
and bladder troubles by Hall's Great
Discovery of Waco, Texas, and I can
fully recommed it.
REV. L. B. POUNDS.
All orders promptly filled. Send
Texas testimonals. eod
Killing of a German sailor at Kiao
Chou Bay has caused intense feeling.
We are anxious to do a little good in
this world and can think of no pleasan-
ter way to do it than by recommending
One Minute Cough Cure as a preventive
of pneumonia, coneumption iced other
serious lung troubles that follow neg-
lected colds. R. C. Hardwick.
The Teller bond purchasing reaolution
passed the United States Senate.
a
Better Than $100 Reward.
On receipt of ten cents, cash or stamps,
a generous sample will be mailed of the
most popular Catarrh • and Hay Fever
Cure (Ely's Cream Balm) sufficient to
demonstrate its great merit. Full size
60c. ELY BROTHERS,
56 Warren St.. New York City.
I suffered from catarrh of the worst
kind ever since a boy, and I never
hoped for cure, but Ely's Crk am Balm
seems to do even that. Many acquaint-
ances have used it with s xeelleet re-
sults.-Oscar Ostrum, 45 Wsueren Ave.,
Chicago, Ill.
A fierce race war is threatened in
leonoke county, Ark.;
There are three little things which do
more work than any other three little
things created-they are the ant. the
bee, and DeWitt's Little Early Risers,
the last being the famous little pills for
stomach and liver troubles R. C. Hard-
wick.
  mm1.111.
January wheat closed at $1.08 at Chi-
cago.
Caecarete stimulate liver, kidneys and
bowels. Never sicken, weaken or gripe.
loc.
•
A special enntsary will be sent to
Cuba by the President to discribute the
relief supplies.
CASTOR IA






Pzize fight at the old Olympic Thea-
tre Neshville, is raided by the police.
No Cnre-No Pay.
That is the way all drugvists sell
Grove's Tasteless Chili I me- ye- ^^::is
and malaria. It is simply iron and qui-
nine in a tasteless form. Children love
it. Adults prefer it to bitter, nauseat-
ing tonics. Price, 60c. tiks d&vr 6m
Chas S. Moss watt appointed portmas-
ter at Franklin, Tenn.
What pheenre is there in life with a
headache, constipation and billionsneas?
Thousands experience them who could
become perfectly healthy by using De
Witt'e Little Early Risere, the famous
little pills. R. C. Hardwick.
Important damage suit arouses inter-
mit in Springfield, Tenn.
Just try a 10c box of Caecarets, the




Hunter Wood. Hunter Wood, Jr.
HUNTER WOOD & SON.
Attorneys-At-Law .
()Mee in Hopper Block, up stairs ove
Planters Bank
HOPKINSVILLE, • - KENTUCKY
DR. W N. now.
Physician and Surgeon,
Office with Dr. Anderson,
Over Planters Bank.
Or. BED. N. campbell.
Physician and Surgeon.












SOME KENTUCKY PIE 
AskYour Neighbor
That Will Ee Distributed
This Afternoon.
St.JULS MADE HAPPY.
frollemsni Over Ptetprel al Coyle Ing
Link% Rent NO al *Well
.!MIB "rmi
LINDSAY WILL REPLY 10 RESOLUTION.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.]
Washington, Jan. 31.-There is con:
siderable excitement here to.day amorig
the Kentucky contingency, as some rich
plums are to fall to-day and to-morrow,
some of which have not been made
known publicly.
This morning Sena:or Deboe called
upon PresidentMcKinley and had a long
interview with him in regard to pie for
Kentuckians, and it is believed that be
made recommendations for Pestmaxters
at Mayfield, Russellville and Somerset
and one or two other places.
President McKinley this morning as-
sured Deboe that he would this after-
noon appoiut C. M. Baruett, the Ohio
county politician, to the office of Sur-
, eyor of the Port of Louisville, and Les-
lie Combo to be Pension Agent at Lou-
isville. These two are certain, 'out it is
believed that several other appoint-
ments will be made this afternoon or
to-morrow morning at the latest. In
spite of this announcement Gen. Col-
lier hasn't given up, but had several
friends to see the President this morn-
ing in his behalf, but it is known that
at no time hae he been in the fight for
the Snrveyorship of the Pors of Louis-
ville.
The debate on the Teller concurrent
resolution in regard to paying cer-
tain United States bonds in silver
is still in pregreas in the House
and will continue until five o'clock this
afternoon, at which hour the vote will
be taken. The committee to which it
was referred aeked that it be not passed,
but it is claimed that a majority can be
mustered for it.
HAPPY IS NOT HAPPY.
[sPECIAL TO NEW ERA.
Mayfield, Ky.. Jan. 13.-0. B. Happy,
of this city, has wired Senator Deboe
that he is not willing to give up the
contest for the Mayfield poet-office and
accept a division deputyship under Col-
lector of Internal Revenue Franks, as
Senator Deboe desired him to do. Hap-
py does not seem to be happy over the
situation. The general opinion here Is
that Happy had better take whatever
he can get-and be very thankful for it.
LATER.
Mayfield, Ky., Jan.. 31. -1:15 p. m.-
Excitement is still running high here
over the prospects of getting Bob
Blanks, the negro who ravished a 12-
year-old white child here two weeks or
more ago. People here are of the opin-
ion that Blanks is in hiding at Bland-
ville, in Ballard countykand it is pre-
dicted and it is coi fidently believed that
he will be lynched before to-morrow
night.
There haa been practically no bnsi-
nem transacted in Mayfield to day, as
everybody ie too busy discussing the
probability of Blanks' capture and the
lynching that is certein to follew.
LINDSAY WILL REPLY.
f SPECIAL TO 111W
Washington, Jan. 31 -Senator Lind-
say says that he will reply to the resolu-
tion adopted by the Kentucky Legisla-
ture as soon as an official copy of it
reaches him.
His reply will be made in the shape of
a speech in the United States Senate, in
which he will set forth his position and
hia reasoits for that position. Senator
Lindsay says that be will certainly not
resign. He says that he is not the agent
of the present Legislature of Kentucky
and does not feel that has the slight-
est shadow of a right to abridge his term
of office; that his position was not an
Lune in the campaign and that being
the case the present Legislature does not
represent the people of Kentucky and is
not authorized to speak for them in the
matter, but is simply the indisidual
views of the members voting for the
resolution.
DAVIN Female hills are
safe and sure, they never
fail. Brisif Free. Supply
Co., Chester, Conn. a Sin- NEt
LADIES
FOR SALE.
A nice farm containing 175 Wier. of
land lying 6 mileeNorth of Hopkinsville.
Prue moderate; terms 1 3 cash, balance
in one and 2 rare; same place on which
0. E. West uow lives.




[sPecIaL To NEW IRA
Danville, Ky., Jan. M.-Every toll-
gate in Beyle county except the one
that was being guarded was demolished
by bands of raiders last uight, and notes
were left threatening the lives of the
gate-keepers if they placed the gates
bark or again attempted to to collect
toll from anybody.
There ia great excitement over the af-
fair, and further trouble is anticipated,
for the pike owners will replace the
gates and will place guude at all of
them.
The book-keeper may not have been








A-ChAeK411 OP weesae arc.
HEALS FA arias
SOCA- ETC•
B R EAK3 °14°,(4`°„,tat;
U P LA • CROUP-30IN
Ts AOAT - ETC •
RELIEF POSITIVELY GUARANtit
MI .,es,J.14 t... Ito . •.a .
P141L1 7$
• .1 -TERI) SCHMITT Agent




from iour HOME SHOP.













To Eat At . . .
REEVES-THE-GROC ER





ELY'S CREAM RALIK Is • peatilve rum
Apply into the noistrils. It if quickly absorbed.
'ants at Druggist* or try man ; samples lee. by mail*LT *HOMERS, ea warm 81... Now Yost City.
SYPHYLI S
AVE Y01)
ks•rs tot hewn, Rati-raamet write cooU EMIR/ SST lilaseade Tem Piekn., for promo or curia Caps04100.000 World ea•r• rum:I in 1• EIS n•F• 1 0.0-pfare book fres&
ARE OU.
BAN RUPTin health
constitution undermined by ex
travagance in eating, by disre
garding the laws of nature, or
nhysical tapital aq gone, if so
NEVER DESPAIR
Tutt's Live,. Pills NVIll ClIhe you
For sick headache, dyspepsia
F.eur stomach, malaria, torph'
liver, corstipation, biliousnes






whose house is conspicuously clean, whose work w5cries
her least, whose leisure time is greatest, how she manages.
The chances are ten to one she will answer :
'' I do all my cleaning with
icousl a
Suiti t4y all grocers, lavysat paelsage----gremoil Meauuiy
TM( N. K. 'AIRMAN K COMPANY,
CA 11•40. *Is Leal& Nee tort. bosun, rausairpais
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Hoi)kinsN ilie, • - - - - Kentucky.
Liberal Advances Mad.. on obaren. Four lent hi,' storap. Free
W. 0.WHEELER, W. H. FAXON.
Wheelers Mills & Co.,
Tobalco 11 iirchoo,emen, Commission Merchants and
G rain Dealers.
FI E PROOF WAREHOUSE, Con Russellville and Railroad Streets.
Hopkinsville, - By.
Liberal dvance on Consignments. All Tobacco Sent us Covered by Insurance
T. C. ASSERT. al Stumm
People's Warehous-)
Hanbery & Shryer, Prop'rs.
Railroad Street Between Tenth
nd Eleventh. rOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
taralkreful attention given to eampling and seliing all tobacco coneigned ID
us. Liberal advances on tobaceo in store. All tobacco insured unless otherwise
instructe .
SHIP YOUR TOBACCO TO




For the Year 1898' W. P. w13111111, T. a. KNIGHT.
Place all kinds of W'ilifree & _-Real Estate.
The Undersigned having amociated
themselves together for the purpose of
carrying on a gener&I real testate buse
nem Will buy sell rent &nd exchange
real estate. We have excellent facili-
ties for cooducting the business and will
advertise property put into our hands
free of charge. Parties having property
to sell or rent will do well to piece sante
with us.
The following is a partial list of prop-
erty in our hands for sale in which we
have some choioe bargains.
261 acres of land within 2 miles of
Pembroke, Ky. 76 scree in good tim-
ber, balance cleared ;9 cottage dwellings
with good well ; 2 large tobacco barns,
large frame stable and one cabin ; I
good orchards and plenty of stock water
Cheap at $4,000, liberal terms.
Cottage dwelling on Clairrioestreet. 4
rooms, centrally located. $1,200.
House and lot cii Brown St Desira-
bly located. Prise $800.
A two-story cotters on South Camp-
bell St., lot 70x18641 feeit,five bed rooms,
sitting room, dining room. kitchen, lock
room and four porches, on first floor;
four bed rooms, two lumber rooms and
a sewing room on second floor; also
'splendid dry cellar 18.114 feet with brick
walls and floor. good cistern, coal house.
meat house eindling house and servant
house. TERMS-One-third cash, bal-
lance in four equal annual payments,
6 per cent. interest on deferred pay-
ments.
A nice cottage on 4th Ste four rooms
and kitchen, poreh, good out-houses
and cistern, price $900.
Cottage 3rd St., "cheap," prioe $600
Good cottage on Broad arid Thomp.
ton Ste . four MOIRE, good cistern and
outbuildings, large lot, price $650.
230 scree of good land, miles from
Ovtlerm, in Todd oounty, Ky., of which
40 acres is in timber. This farm is in •
high state of cultivation in one of the
best neighborhoods in the State, and is
well improved, has new cottage dwell-
ing, 2 tenant houses, 2 tobacco barnes,
stable and otheo outhouses, plenty of
stock water. Thu place is a great bar-
gain , and if sold righ away, will take
$6 000 for it.
Two good resident lots on Main "trete
Hopkiesville, well-located. The only
vaeant lots on West side of Main street
for sale at a low uric*.
A first-clam farm of 312 acres, of
which 60 acres is in timber, near Church
Hill, in Christian county, Ky. Thiel.
a flue farm in good condition, 150 acre*
in clover, dwelling with 6 rooms and
two porches, 4 tenant houses, good
stables, 3 tobacco barns, large machine
house and other good outhouses. A ban
gain at $10,000.
200 acres of land between Nashville
road and L. & N. R. R. at Casky, Chris-
tian county, Ky. Will be sold at a bar-
gain.
100 acres of land near Garrettebrire
Christian county, Ky. This Is good
laid and ought to bring $25 per acre. II
tenant houses on it Dead 2 barns. Price
$1,500.
A beautiful lot on East side of Main
street, Hopkinseille, Ky. 90 ft. front
Main street and runs back to Virginia
street. One of the most desirable va-
cant lots in town.
25 town lots on Duffett avenue for
sale cheap.
Elegant lot 80:200 ft. on Jesup"ave-
nue. Good home with 4 large roomsel
porchea, cistern, outbuildings, shade
and front trees. Prioe $1,400.
House and lot 60x200 feet on Seeond
street. House with 4 moms, porch, aim-
tern and outbuildings. Price $1,000.
House and lot on Second street
feet. House has 7 rooms, porch, CNC
and outbuildings. Prim
An elegant residenoe on ornth Vir-
ginia street, two stories, 8 rottma, 2 halls
and 2 porches, large cella:. All new
and in first class repair, nice maple
shade trees in yard. Lot 80:260 ft. le A
bargain, terms to molt purchaser.
Wierais & KNEW/.
Dr, C. H. TANDY,
1\T T T
Crown and bridge work a specialty
Offloe over Richard and Oe's Mori
Lain tit
lee
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